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Unmanned aircraft systems (UASs) pose a potential threat to general aviation/commercial
aircraft as UASs are increasingly incorporated into the National Airspace System. This
overarching research is aimed at addressing the severity of a UAS mid-air collision with
another aircraft. This study is primarily focused on the development of a finite element
(FE) model of a ~4 lb fixed-wing UAS (FW-UAS) which will be used to evaluate the
severity of small UAS mid-air collisions to manned aircraft. A series of impact tests were
performed at the University of Dayton Research Institute - Impact Physics Lab, to study
the impact behavior of the high-density components of the FW-UAS (i.e., motor, and
battery). For each of the tests, a simulation was set up with the same initial conditions,
and boundary conditions as the physical test and the same output parameters were
correlated with the test results. A series of numerical stability checks were also performed
using the validated FW-UAS FE model to ensure the stability of the explicit dynamic
procedures. Simulated impacts between the FW-UAS FE model and targets (deformable
flat plate, rigid flat plate, and rigid knife-edge) were performed as stability checks. The
FW-UAS FE model developed in this work facilitated the evaluation of the severity of

FW-UAS mid-air collision to commercial and business jet airframes performed at and in
conjunction with National Institute for Aviation Research. A series of worst-case
scenarios involving impacts between the FW-UAS and commercial narrow-body
transport and business jet airframes were simulated. For each simulated impact, an impact
severity index value was assigned to characterize the relative threat to a given aircraft. In
addition, a UAS frangibility study was performed to assess key UAS design features that
result in reduced damage to target air vehicles. A “pusher” engine configuration was
modeled where the high-density motor is located aft of the UAS’s forward fuselage.
Positioning the high-density motor in the aft fuselage played an important role in
reducing the impact damage severity.
Keywords: UAS, collision, impact, frangibility, aircraft, LS-DYNA
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The effect of an airborne collision between an unmanned aerial system (UAS) and
a manned aircraft is a public safety concern. The primary goal of regulating UAS
operations into the national airspace system (NAS) is to ensure an appropriate level of
safety [1]. While the effects of bird impacts on airplanes are well documented [2-5] little
is known about the effects of more rigid and higher mass UASs impact on aircraft
structures and propulsion systems [6]. In order to evaluate the severity of an airborne
collision between a UAS and a general aviation/commercial aircraft, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) has prioritized research and development [7] aimed at
characterizing the risk and severity of UAS impacts to aircraft [8]. The Alliance for
System Safety of UASs through Research Excellence (ASSURE) was established in part
to address the significant issues associated with integrating UASs into the NAS [1]. This
research is primarily focused on development of a validated finite element (FE) model of
a ~1.8 kg (4 lb) fixed-wing UAS (FW-UAS) which was used to evaluate the severity of
small UAS (under 25 kg (55 lb), as defined in the Small unmanned aircraft rule (Part
107)) collisions on commercial and business jet airframes [10] and propulsion systems
[11]. A similar study airborne collision study using DJI Phantom III quadcopter UAS was
performed by Olivares et al. [12].
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FW-UAS airborne collisions represent a significant potential danger to manned
aircraft. Additionally, FW-UAS impact scenarios are distinct from those of rotorcraftbased UASs (e.g., differences in geometries, relative velocities, mass distribution, and
total mass) researched by the National Institute for Aviation Research (NIAR) [10,12].
The development of validated finite element (FE) models of an idealized Precision Hawk
Lancaster Hawkeye Mark III FW-UAS and its critical components are presented in this
chapter. Structurally complete FW-UAS FE model was later used to evaluate the impact
severity of an airborne collision with the commercial transport and business jet aircraft.
The Precision Hawk is currently part of the FAA’s Pathfinder Program aimed at
extending the use of UASs beyond visual line of sight [13]. This research highlights some
of the potential threats that FW-UASs pose on commercial transport and business jet
aircraft.
1.1

Fixed-Wing UAS Geometry and Specifications
The Precision Hawk Lancaster Hawkeye Mark III [14] is a lightweight fixed-wing

UAS with a maximum take-off weight (MTOW) of 2,495 g. Figure 1.1 shows an image
of the UAS modeled for this project. Table 1.1 presents the most relevant specifications
of the Precision Hawk Lancaster Hawkeye Mark III.
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Figure 1.1

Table 1.1

The Precision Hawk Lancaster Hawkeye Mark III

Relevant specifications for the Precision Hawk Lancaster Hawkeye Mark
III [15]

Mass (MTOW)
Wingspan
Length
Max. Horizontal Speed
Max. Service Ceiling

2,495 g
5.5 lb
1,500 mm 4 ft 11 in
800 mm 2 ft 7.5 in
19.5 m/s 38 knots
4,000 m 13,120 ft

The FW-UAS has an airframe length of 0.8 m and a wingspan of 1.5 m. A single
lithium polymer (LiPo) battery pack is used to maintain a maximum total flight duration
of 45 min. It can operate at a maximum speed of 70 km/h (38 knots) and has a maximum
operating altitude of 4,000 m (13,120 ft). The FW-UAS consists of a forward fuselage
structure comprised of printed circuit boards (PCBs); expanded polystyrene wings,
vertical tail, and horizontal stabilizer; and carbon/epoxy composite wing spars and tail
booms. The PCBs are used as multifunctional structural elements to provide structural
integrity and reduce the amount of electrical wiring necessary to operate the FW-UAS.
The FW-UAS fuselage subassembly (total mass, 487 g) consists of
interconnected, multifunctional PCBs as shown in Figure 1.2 (A). The two PCB vertical
3

sidewalls are connected by multiple transverse PCBs and are tapered at the forward and
aft ends for better aerodynamic performance. The sidewalls also contain and protect the
FW-UAS payload modules and avionics. Electrical components are attached to the port
side (left) sidewall and used to provide the necessary flight controls and diagnostics. A
liquid crystal display (LCD) on the aft port side (see Figure 1.2 (A)) is used to relay
information to the operator upon startup. The starboard sidewall also contains a variety of
soldered circuits and smaller electronic components.
Multiple PCBs are mounted between the sidewalls to provide structural rigidity
and strength and to connect the electronics necessary to control and monitor the FWUAS. A number of electrical components are soldered to the transverse PCBs. These
electrical components are necessary to provide power, network connectivity, and global
positioning system (GPS) location capability. A thicker PCB that connects the two
sidewalls is used both as a motor subassembly support and firewall. The firewall is
attached to the sidewalls via four steel screws and threaded fasteners at the forward end
of the fuselage. A tapered power board mounted horizontally behind the firewall board
functions as an electrical bus between the port and starboard electronics. The tapered
nose of the fuselage ensures that the sidewalls maintain the desired aerodynamic
geometry. The GPS board and attached GPS unit are mounted horizontally above the
power board. A network board is mounted horizontally aft of the GPS board and directly
above the payload bay. It connects the computer module units to Ethernet components.
An additional four PCBs (float struts) are mounted transversely in pairs between the
sidewalls on the fore and aft side of the payload bay. These float struts are used to
increase the torsional rigidity of the fuselage. Stubs from transverse PCBs are fitted
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tightly into mating slots in the sidewalls and soldered as shown in Figure 1.2 (B) (such
joints are similar to Mortise and Tenon joints commonly used in woodworking). Unless
otherwise stated, all interconnections between PCBs in the FW-UAS are soldered.
The wing subassembly (total mass, 412 g) contains two symmetric expanded
polystyrene wings and their supporting structures. The starboard (right) wing is shown in
Figure 1.3. A portion of each wing is sectioned into a flap with an actuator placed
beneath it. Each wing has two spars: a tubular carbon/epoxy main spar and a rectangular
PCB aft spar. A separate hollow, cylindrical carbon/epoxy tube fits snugly inside both
main spars and forms the carry-through structure between the two wings. Each wing also
has structural PCBs attached to the upper and lower wing surfaces. These PCBs provide
additional structural reinforcement for the easily crushable polystyrene wings at the
wing/fuselage interconnection and electrically connect the wing sensors and actuators to
the appropriate electrical components in the fuselage subassembly. The wing
subassembly is attached to the fuselage subassembly by four screws (Figure 1.2 (A)) that
are attached to four mounting brackets. Two mounting brackets are soldered to each
fuselage sidewall.

Figure 1.2

(A) FW-UAS fuselage subassembly and (B) Solder joint connecting
transverse PCBs to the sidewalls
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Figure 1.3

Plan view of the starboard wing of the FW-UAS

The aft portion of the fuselage subassembly (total mass, 250 g) is comprised of a
pair of hollow cylindrical carbon/epoxy tail booms that connect the vertical and
horizontal stabilizers to the fuselage as shown in Figure 1.4. Four interconnected PCBs
attach the tail booms to the fuselage. These structural PCBs are not soldered and are
secured to the booms by four Nylon 6 zip ties. A separate structural PCB is located
midway along the tail booms and contains an antenna used to relay data between the FWUAS and the ground during flight. This PCB is also attached to the tail booms by four
Nylon 6 zip ties. Polystyrene vertical and horizontal stabilizers are mounted onto an
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic mount at the aft end of the tail booms. The
vertical and horizontal stabilizers are sectioned to form the rudder and elevator,
respectively. Four structural PCBs are mounted on the aft section of tail booms to
structurally support the stabilizers and two servomechanisms motors are used to control
the rudder and elevator. These PCBs are soldered to each other and secured to the tail
booms by zip ties.
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Figure 1.4

FW-UAS tail subassembly

The motor subassembly (total mass, 135 g; cf. Figure 1.5 (A)) is mounted onto the
firewall PCB and forms the nose of the FW-UAS. It is comprised of a Park 480 brushless
outrunner motor and an APC glass-reinforced nylon 11x8F propeller. Since the FW-UAS
does not have any landing gear (i.e., it performs belly landings), folding propeller blades
are attached to the motor to reduce the likelihood of blade breakage upon landing. A
threaded conical nozzle (not shown in Figure 1.5 (A)) secures the propeller to the motor.
The brushless motor shown in Figure 1.5 (B), consists of four steel components: a stator,
rotor, retainer, and shaft. The rotor and retainer are attached to the shaft with setscrews.
The rotor part of the brushless motor is a permanent magnet synchronous motor, which
rotates around a fixed armature.
The battery subassembly (total mass, 335 g) shown in Figure 1.6 (A) is primarily
comprised of a LiPo battery enclosed within a housing formed by four PCBs. Two
Nylon 6 zip ties and small expanded polystyrene blocks are used to hold the battery in
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place within the housing. A thin and flexible PCB mounted horizontally under the battery
is used to support the battery. This PCB also protects other internal electrical components
from dirt and debris upon landing. A Thunder Power 3S 3900 mAh capacity LiPo battery,
comprised of three pouch-type cells, is used to power the motor. Layered folded ribbons
are used as ionically conductive separators and are coated with intermittent active
material on both sides. A cell is formed by sealing the assemblage inside a flexible, thin
aluminum-plastic laminate. Each cell is then shrink-wrapped within a soft plastic pouch.
The payload subassembly, shown in Figure 1.6 (B), is designed to accommodate
various configured payload modules. Note that the total weight of the UAS can vary as a
result. For this study, a 394 g camera module is loaded into the payload bay and coupled
to various onboard electronic components using an edge connector. This payload
subassembly is comprised of a Nikon 1 J3 digital camera supported by six PCBs.

Figure 1.5

FW-UAS (A) Motor subassembly and (B) Motor components
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Figure 1.6

FW-UAS (A) battery and (B) payload subassemblies

It should be noted that the motor (135 g), battery (335 g), and payload (394 g)
subassemblies represent approximately one-third of the overall mass (2,015 g) of the FWUAS. Since these relatively high-density components are arranged roughly in-line and in
close proximity with one another in the FW-UAS forward fuselage, they can have a
profound effect on the severity of air-air and air-ground collisions.
The development of the FW-UAS FE model and the validation of the relatively
high-dense components are discussed in chapters II and III, respectively. The FW-UAS
FE model was then used to perform simulated impacts in collaboration with NIAR with
the commercial transport (cf. section 4.3) and business (cf. section 4.4) jet aircraft [10].
The simulated impacts were then analyzed and categorized based on the impact severity
criteria (cf. section 4.2) developed by NIAR [10, 12]. The details of the analyses and the
categorization are presented in chapter IV of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF FINITE ELEMENT MODEL OF A FIXED-WING UNMANNED
AERIAL SYSTEM
In this chapter, the development of the FE model of the FW-UAS described in
chapter I is discussed. Reverse engineering technique was used to analyze and extract
design information of the FW-UAS and replicate it in the form of a virtual CAD model.
The details of the reverse engineering process and the development of the FE model of
the FW-UAS are described in the following subsections.
2.1
2.1.1

Reverse Engineering
Data Collection
The FE model of the FW-UAS was developed by reverse engineering a 2015 g

Precision Hawk Lancaster Hawkeye Mark III obtained from the Mississippi State
University (MSU) Geoscience Research Institute (GRI). As mentioned in chapter I, the
FW-UAS was split into six subassemblies for modeling purposes: fuselage, wings, tail,
motor, battery, and payload. Each component of the FW-UAS was measured and
weighed separately. Since most of the PCBs are soldered together, individual PCB
weights were assumed based on single PCB density measurements while ensuring that
the total component weight and center of gravity did not significantly differ. The weight
of significant electrical components was determined in a similar fashion. Table A.1 in
APPENDIX A contains a summary of FW-UAS subassembly and component masses.
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2.1.2

Material Designation
Identifying the specific material composition of each FW-UAS component was a

key challenge associated with reverse engineering the FW-UAS. Specific metal alloys,
composite materials, and polymers were assigned to FW-UAS components based upon
information from the vendor or from well-accepted sources from the literature. Table 2.1
details each assumed material and its associated FW-UAS components.
Table 2.1

FW-UAS component material designation

Material
Steel 4340
Aluminum 2024 T-351
Aluminum Foil
Aluminum 2024 T-6
Carbon/Epoxy Composite
FR4 Glass/Epoxy Composite
Glass-Reinforced Nylon 6
Expanded Polystyrene
Nylon 6
ABS

Components
Screws, Mounting Brackets, Motor Components
Motor
Battery Pouch
Camera Case, Cylindrical Lens Housing
Wing Spars/Carry-through Structure, Tail Booms
PCBs
Propeller
Wings, Vertical Tail, Horizontal Stabilizer, Battery
Support
Propeller Support, Zip Ties
Tail Flanges, Screws, Servos, Connectors,
Autopilot, LCD Component

A significant amount of engineering judgment was used in identifying the
composition and properties of individual components; this was particularly true for nonstructural electrical components. For example, the majority of LCD and autopilot parts
were idealized to be fabricated entirely from ABS. Similarly, the intricate camera lens
structure and camera battery housing were idealized using a simplified thin-walled
aluminum construction while maintaining the same mass properties of the actual camera
structure.
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2.1.3

CAD Modeling
A CAD model of the FW-UAS was generated using the CATIA v5 platform [16]

and is shown in Figure 2.1. Individual parts were created using the “part design” feature
in CATIA and were assembled into their respective subassemblies using the “assembly”
feature. All six subassemblies were then assembled to create a complete CAD model.

Figure 2.1

FW-UAS CAD model: (A) Front view, (B) Side view, and (C) Isometric
view

The CAD models of the fuselage, wing, tail, motor, battery, and payload
subassemblies are shown in Figure 2.2. Minor geometric features in the FW-UAS (e.g.,
12

nonstructural soldered joints, decorative parts, tiny pass-through holes, and electronic
chips) were not included in the CAD model. Special care was used to precisely model the
relatively high-density motor, battery, and payload subassemblies since they represent a
significant fraction of the FW-UAS’s total weight. Such high-density components are
likely to be particularly damaging during FW-UAS mid-air impacts to manned aircraft.

Figure 2.2

CAD model of the FW-UAS (A) Fuselage, (B) Wings, (C) Tail, (D)
Engine, (E) Battery, and (F) Payload subassemblies
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2.2

Fixed-Wing UAS Finite Element Model Development
A detailed fixed-wing FE model was developed for the solver LS-DYNA smp s

R8.0.0 [17]. The desired FE discretization was performed using a commercial meshing
platform (HyperMesh [18]). Additional details regarding the FW-UAS FE model
development and validation is included in APPENDIX A.
2.2.1

Discretization
The FW-UAS FE model is comprised of 119 parts. Each part was assigned a

unique identification number based on its corresponding subassembly. Connections,
materials, section properties, nodes, and FEs were numbered in a similar fashion. The
numbering scheme implemented for the FW-UAS model is listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2

Numbering criteria used in the projectile FE model
Subassembly/Group

Fuselage
Wings
Tail
Engine
Battery
Payload
Connections
Materials/Section Properties

Numbering Ranges for Each Category
ID Number
Node/Element Numbers
20,001-21,000
60,000,001-61,000,000
21,001-22,000
61,000,001-62,000,000
22,001-23,000
62,000,001-63,000,000
23,001-24,000
63,000,001-64,000,000
24,001-25,000
64,000,001-65,000,000
25,001-26,000
65,000,001-66,000,000
26,001-26,100
66,000,001-67,000,000
26,100-27,000

The FW-UAS FE model was discretized in accordance with the mesh quality
criteria (shown in Table 2.3) adopted by the NIAR based on the mesh sensitivity study
performed by Olivares et al. [10, 12].
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Separate mesh size restrictions were specified for the shell (triangular and
quadrilateral) and solid (hexahedral) FEs. For shell elements, the mesh quality parameters
were the minimum FE side length, maximum FE aspect ratio, minimum/maximum
quadrilateral angles, minimum/maximum triangular angles, maximum warp angle, and
minimum Jacobian. For solid elements, the parameters were the minimum side length,
maximum aspect ratio, maximum warp angle, and minimum Jacobian. The minimum side
length for all FEs was set to 1 mm. Since many non-structural geometric features (e.g.,
small solder joints, electrical circuit wiring) of the FW-UAS FE model have a
characteristic dimension below this threshold, such features were not included in the
model. No FE size restrictions were placed on the definition of beam elements used to
model fasteners and other interconnections.
Table 2.3

Meshing criteria for shell and solid finite elements [10, 12]
Quality Parameter

Allowable Value
Shell Elements

Solid Elements

Minimum Side Length
Maximum Aspect Ratio
Minimum Quad Angle
Maximum Quad Angle

1 mm
5
45°
140°

1 mm
5
-

Minimum Tria Angle

30°

-

Maximum Tria Angle
Maximum Warp Angle

120°
15°

15°

Minimum Jacobian

0.7

0.5

A combination of shell, solid, and beam elements was used to mesh the FW-UAS
model components. In general, the mesh size should be sufficiently fine in order to permit
local buckling, crushing, and large deformations in explicit dynamic FE analyses. The
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1 mm minimum FE side length was selected to ensure model fidelity while not
significantly increasing computational run times.
Additionally, the stable time step for an explicit FE analysis is determined based
on the time required for a sound wave to traverse the smallest element (proportional to
dimensions) [19]. The target minimum time step for this model is 0.1 μs. The FW-UAS
FE model has 132,924 nodes and 99,089 FEs; this includes 68,621 solid, 30,334 shell,
and 134 beam FEs. The following sections detail the specific parameters set for each FE
type. A static assessment of the model was performed prior to running it in LS-DYNA
using the preprocessing software HyperMesh [18]. This software tool allows the user to
efficiently generate an FE mesh, evaluate FE quality, eliminate any undesirable FE
interpenetrations, verify connections, and perform other routine model validation
functions.
2.2.1.1

Shell Finite Elements
Relatively thin FW-UAS parts such as the PCBs, carbon/epoxy tubes, battery

pouches, zip ties, LCD panel, camera casing, and servomechanisms were modeled using
fully integrated shell FEs with five through-thickness integration points or reducedintegration shell FEs with the Belytschko–Tsay FE formulation (ELFORM = 2 in the LSDYNA keyword file ) (Figure 2.3 (A)). Seventeen different shell element sections were
created to account for the various part thicknesses in the associated FW-UAS
components. The Belytschko–Tsay formulation was used for most shell FEs in order to
yield acceptable computational times. This reduced-integration element can lead to the
occurrence of zero-energy hourglass modes, a common FE computational instability [20].
Hourglass type 4 behavior with an hourglass coefficient of 0.05 was selected for all
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reduced-integration shell FEs to minimize the likelihood of hourglass modes. Shell
thinning options were turned off in order to avoid any numerical instabilities [20]. The
numerical stability of shell FEs, especially in dynamic buckling and compressive modes,
were further improved by enabling bulk viscosity for each shell FE formulation (BULK
VISCOSITY TYPE = -2) [20, 21]. The shell normal update option for Belytschko–Tsay
FEs was set to its recommended value (IRNXX = 1) in order to avoid any numerical
instabilities caused by initially warped elements [20].

Figure 2.3
2.2.1.2

FW-UAS parts modeled with (A) Shell and (B) Solid elements
Solid Finite Elements

The wings, tail mount, vertical tail, horizontal stabilizer, motor, propeller hub,
nozzle, and battery cells as well as foam blocks in the battery subassembly, camera lens,
camera battery, and electric connectors were modeled as solid FEs (Figure 2.3 (B)). A
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reduced-integration solid formulation (ELFORM = 1) was used with the exception of the
battery which uses a fully integrated solid formulation (ELFORM = 2). An hourglass
type 6 behavior with an hourglass coefficient of 0.1 was assigned to all of the underintegrated solid FEs. When using solid FEs, hexahedral FEs are generally preferred over
tetrahedral FEs and other solid FE types [20]. As mentioned previously, only hexahedral
FEs were used in the FW-UAS FE model.
2.2.1.3

Beam Finite Elements
Beam FEs are efficient for modeling simple axial/bending members such as

stringers, columns, and bars. The FW-UAS FE model is comprised of a number of bolts
and screws that connect the different components. All of these bolts and screws in the
FW-UAS FE model were idealized using beam FEs. Uniform circular cross-section areas
were assigned to each beam FE with an appropriate diameter based on the specific
bolt/screw geometry. A computationally efficient and robust Hughes-Lui FE formulation
[22] with cross-section integration (ELFORM = 1) was used for each beam FE.
2.2.2

Material Definitions
The FW-UAS FE model is comprised of 13 unique materials. Five separate LS-

DYNA library material models [21] were used represent these materials. Each material
was grouped into one of three categories depending on its classification: (1) metals, (2)
laminated composites, and (3) polymeric materials. Table A2 contains the material
models used for each of the 119 LS-DYNA parts and is included in APPENDIX A.
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2.2.2.1

Metals
The FW-UAS motor, mounting brackets, and steel screws were assigned Steel

4340 properties. Material properties and damage parameters were obtained from Quan et
al. [23]. The steel motor and mounting brackets were idealized using a Johnson-Cook
plasticity material model (MAT_015). A Mie-Gruneisen equation of state was specified
for solid FEs by specifying the EOS_GRUNEISEN card in the LS-DYNA keyword file
[22]; parameters were obtained from Shivpuri et al. [24]. A tabulated Johnson Cook
elastic-viscoplastic material model (MAT_224) for Aluminum 2024–T351 [25] was
obtained from the LS-DYNA Aerospace Working Group and used to model several parts
in the motor subassembly.
A simple piecewise linear plasticity model (MAT_024) was used to model the
material behavior of the steel screws using the Steel 4340 material parameters from Quan
et al. [23]. A 50% effective plastic strain to failure was assumed for the screw failure
criterion. The idealized outer camera shell and cylindrical lens housing were also
modeled with MAT_024 using Aluminum 6061–T6 material properties [26]. Similarly,
each thin aluminum-plastic laminate pouch enclosing the cells of the FW-UAS battery
was modeled with MAT_024 using aluminum-plastic laminate material properties [27].
2.2.2.2

Laminated Composites
The FW-UAS laminated composite components are comprised of either quasi-

isotropic carbon/epoxy composites or quasi-isotropic PCBs fabricated using FR4 glassfiber-reinforced epoxy. Carbon/epoxy composites are used for the wing spars, wing
carry-through structure, and the tail booms. The fuselage subassembly as well as and
select payload, motor, wing, and tail components are fabricated from PCBs. All
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laminated composite components were simulated using the Enhanced Composite Damage
material model [28] (MAT_054-055) using properties from [29, 30]. Individual plies were
assumed to be locally orthotropic. As an aside, quasi-isotropic PCBs are generally
composed of multiple layers of woven glass fiber-reinforced epoxy substrates
sandwiched between thin layers of copper foil. Electronic components, connectors,
sockets and lead wires are typically attached to PCBs via through-hole connections or
soldering joints. The minor reinforcing effect due to the outer layer of the copper clad on
the PCBs was neglected. Similarly, tiny pass-through holes and non-structural solder
joints were not included in the PCB models.
The maximum allowable in-plane tensile, compressive, and shearing ply-stresses
and ply-strains were defined in the fiber and transverse directions for each material
(carbon/epoxy and FR4) [29, 30]. In general, individual ply failure was simulated as
follows. The Chang-Chang interactive failure criteria [31] was used to account for local
tensile and compressive fiber failure under combined loading. Once fiber failure
occurred, the lamina stress-strain response in the local fiber direction was assumed to be
perfectly-plastic until the total strain in the fiber direction reached the maximum
allowable strain. Similarly, in-plane transverse matrix failure (orthogonal to the fiber
direction) was predicted using the Tsai-Wu interactive failure criterion [31]. Once the
criterion was satisfied, the transverse lamina response was assumed to be perfectly-plastic
until reaching the maximum allowable transverse strain. Once the strain in the fiber or
transverse direction exceeded the maximum allowable strain value, then the element was
deleted accordingly.
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2.2.2.3

Polymeric Materials

2.2.2.3.1

Foam Materials

The FW-UAS battery is composed of three prismatic pouched LiPo battery cells.
Sahraei et al. [27] analyzed the mechanical behavior of a prismatic lithium-ion battery
and identified that the out-of-plane stress/strain relationship closely resembled that of
foam materials. The battery cells were then simulated in LS-DYNA using a crushable
foam model (MAT_063). The FW-UAS battery and camera battery were similarly
modeled using material properties from Sahraei et al. [27]. Additionally, each FW-UAS
battery cell was modeled as a stack of ten individual layers of solid FEs in order to better
simulate battery cell micro-buckling. In general, LiPo batteries do not experience
significant tensile loads. However, in complex impact loading conditions, local tensile
stresses could become significant. The MAT_ADD_EROSION [21] card was enabled in
the simulations to prevent unrealistic deformation under local tensile stresses. A
maximum principal and volumetric strain at failure were set to 7% and 100%,
respectively. Since the camera battery occupies a much smaller volume than the FWUAS battery, and is enclosed in the relatively rigid camera housing, it was modeled as a
single block of solid FEs.
The wings, vertical tail, horizontal stabilizer, and foam used to position the FWUAS battery in its housing were assumed to be fabricated from expanded polystyrene
[32]. A crushable foam model (MAT63) was used to simulate the expanded polystyrene
with an assumed 1 MPa tensile cutoff stress. Similar to the battery cell model, the
MAT_ADD_EROSION card was enabled, and the maximum principal and volumetric
strains at failure were set to 7% and 100%, respectively.
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2.2.2.3.2

Thermoplastics

As previously mentioned, various connectors and other components were
assumed to be fabricated from thermoplastic materials including ABS and Nylon 6. Both
materials were simulated using separate LS-DYNA piecewise linear plasticity material
models (MAT_024). Strain-rate dependent material properties were obtained for ABS
from [33]. Nylon 6 was assumed to exhibit elastic-perfectly-plastic material behavior;
material properties were obtained from [34, 35]. Glass fiber reinforced Nylon 6 material
properties were obtained from [35, 36].
2.2.3
2.2.3.1

Connections
Bolts/Screws
All bolts/screws in the FW-UAS FE model were modeled using beam FEs. A

single beam FE was used to represent a bolt regardless of its length, and a uniform crosssection area was assumed. Special care was taken to ensure that each beam FE was
connected to any surrounding parts in an appropriate manner. Rigid connectors were used
to attach the beam FE nodes to surrounding nodes from other parts using multipoint
constraint equations between master (beam FE) and slave (surrounding) nodes. In this
model, the displacements and rotations from the slave nodes are identical to those of the
master node. Such an idealization is shown in Figure 2.4 for a typical assembly held
together by a bolt/screw. In the figure, the FW-UAS fuselage sidewall and battery
subassembly are held together by a bolt. A single beam FE (i.e., bolt) was aligned along
the hole axis. At each node of the beam FE, rigid connectors are used to constrain the
motion of the surrounding nodes from an adjacent PCB. Shear and tensile failure modes
were enabled for each beam FE based on the bolt’s material model.
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Figure 2.4

2.2.3.2

FW-UAS fuselage and battery subassembly PCBs connected using a beam
FE and rigid connectors
Nylon 6 Zip Ties

Several parts in the FW-UAS FE model are joined together with Nylon 6 zip ties.
Eight zip ties are located in the tail subassembly, two connect the tail subassembly to the
fuselage subassembly, and two secure the battery to its PCB enclosure. All twelve zip ties
were modeled using shell FEs and are allowed to fail. For example, a PCB in the tail
subassembly is secured to the tail booms using four zip ties as shown in Figure 2.5. Note
that this modeling strategy allows some relative movement between the connected parts.
Upon zip tie failure, the parts can become detached and separate as needed.

Figure 2.5

FW-UAS tail subassembly PCB supported by four zip ties
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2.2.3.3

Mounting Brackets
The FW-UAS FE model contains 16 mounting brackets that are permanently

attached to PCBs via solder joints. These brackets are used to secure the wings, payload,
firewall, and GPS PCB to the fuselage via a screw or bolt connection. An example of a
mounting bracket is shown in Figure 2.6 (A). This particular bracket is used to secure the
wings to the fuselage via a screw. Each bracket was modeled using shell FEs. The FE
representation of the bracket (with an attached screw) is shown in Figure 2.6 (B). Note
that rigid connectors are used to attach the bolt to the mounting bracket.

Figure 2.6
2.2.4

(A) Mounting bracket and (B) FE idealization

Contact Modeling
LS-DYNA provides a wide variety of techniques for simulating surface contact

behavior [22]. The FE surface contact definitions used in the FW-UAS model are
outlined as follows. Four distinct contact types were used to define the contact behavior
among individual FW-UAS parts; these generally involved establishing contact laws and
failure criteria between master surfaces/nodes and corresponding slave surfaces/nodes.
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These baseline contact definitions were shown to sufficiently simulate the impact
behavior of the FW-UAS model without incurring any significant numerical instabilities
across a wide range of target models. Note that the contact definitions are highly problem
specific and depend on the structural geometry, morphology, and material properties of a
given target. For example, simulated UAS impacts to targets with sharp “knife-edge”
geometries may require different contact definitions to ensure numerical stability than
impacts to targets with large contact surface areas (i.e., flat plates). Slight modifications
to the baseline contact definitions may be required depending on the nature of the impact
scenario and target under consideration.
In LS-DYNA, the CONTROL_CONTACT card can be specified to overwrite
individual default contact parameters globally as required [22]. For example, shell
thickness offsets during contact were considered (SHLTHK = 1). For tied contact
behavior where slave nodes are constrained to move with a master surface, the slave
nodes are projected onto the master surface by default. This option was disabled in the
FW-UAS model (TIEDPRJ = 1). Penetrations encountered during the first timestep were
permitted (IGNORE = 1). In the FW-UAS FE model, a global surface contact definition
was used to specify the contact behavior among the vast majority of parts. In addition,
three separate contact definitions were used to characterize the structural interconnections
at solder joints in the FW-UAS FE model.
2.2.4.1

Global Surface Contact
A single global surface contact definition was adopted to describe the majority of

possible contact scenarios during component impacts using the
AUTOMATIC_SINGLE_SURFACE card [22]. Static and dynamic friction coefficients
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between contacting surfaces were assumed 0.2. Segment-based contact (i.e., over a viable
FE surface/edge) was assumed (SOFT = 2), and warped segment checking was enabled
(SBOPT = 3). Additionally, surface penetrations were assessed at nodes and FE edges to
improve the accuracy of the simulated contact behavior (DEPTH = 13).
2.2.4.2

Solder Joints
The FW-UAS FE model consists of a number of solder joints, which connect

PCBs, electrical connectors, and electronic components to each other. Figure 2.7 (A)
shows a picture of two actual solder joints connecting two PCBs to one of the fuselage
vertical sidewalls. Solder joints are modeled by creating one of three contact definitions
depending on the type of joint. It was assumed that the static and dynamic friction
coefficients between two relatively smooth surfaces were appropriately small (i.e., 0.010.05).
Surface contact between two soldered PCBs was simulated by defining the
CONCTACT_TIED_SHELL_EDGE_TO_SURFACE card in the LS-DYNA keyword file
[22]. Recall that a stub from one PCB is fitted tightly into a corresponding slot in a
mating PCB and soldered. The BEAM_OFFSET option was enabled to transfer
force/moment resultants between the master surface and slave nodes along a shell FE
edge using beam-like springs. The FE representation of this contact type is shown in
Figure 2.7 (B). Contact is defined between slave nodes along one PCB edge (stub) and
shell FEs (master surfaces) corresponding to the location of the PCB slot. The static and
dynamic friction coefficients between the two connecting parts were set to 0.01.
Solid FEs were connected to shell FEs by defining the
CONTACT_TIED_NODES_TO_SURFACE card [22]. This definition was necessary to
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simulate the surface contact between soldered electrical connectors and components.
Discrete springs were used to transfer force/moment resultants between the master
surface and slave nodes by enabling the OFFSET option. The static and dynamic friction
coefficients between solid and shell FEs in contact were each set to 0.05. Slave (SST)
and/or master (MST) thickness parameters were specified in both the
TIED_SHELL_EDGE_TO_SURFACE and the TIED_NODES_TO_SURFACE contact
cards, if applicable, in order to better define the location of the contact surface. The actual
FW-UAS camera battery was soldered to a PCB within the camera housing. Since such
PCBs were not explicitly simulated, a separate surface contact
(CONTACT_TIEBREAK_NODES_TO_SURFACE) was defined to support the battery
within the camera housing during impact.

Figure 2.7
2.3

(A) Solder connection between PCBs and (B) FE idealization

Fixed-Wing UAS Component Mass Check

As suggested previously, the FW-UAS components and/or subassemblies were weighed
individually. Since the motor and battery subassemblies were used in ballistic component
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level tests (see chapter III), special care was taken to ensure that the simulated mass
properties of these components were within a fraction of a percent of the measured
values. Similarly, the mass of the simulated payload (camera) was within a fraction of a
percent of the actual value. Again, the relatively high-density motor, battery, and payload
subassemblies represent a significant fraction of the FW-UAS’s total weight and are
likely to be particularly damaging during mid-air impacts to manned aircraft. The PCB
density used in the simulations was based upon measurements from a representative PCB
sample; the assumed density did not account for embedded copper circuitry, solder joints,
small pass-through holes, and other minor features. The actual FW-UAS PCB fuselage
and support structures contained large numbers of small computer chips, hundreds of
electronic connector pins and/or solder connections, Ethernet ports, card readers,
electrical wires, and other non-structural features that were not explicitly modeled. The
mass of such components can be accounted for by the inclusion of non-structural point
masses in the FE model. As an aside, the number and distribution of point masses
employed in the idealized UAS model can be tailored to precisely match the mass of the
actual UAS, or to slightly modify the overall UAS mass properties in order to coincide
with some reference projectile (i.e., 4.0 lb bird).
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CHAPTER III
VALIDATION OF THE HIGH-DENSITY COMPONENTS OF THE FIXED-WING
UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEM
This chapter presents a description of the various component level ballistic impact
tests performed as well as the procedure followed to validate the respective FE models by
correlation to the physical testing. For each of the tests, a simulation was set up with the
same conditions (initial conditions, boundary conditions, etc.) as the physical test and the
same parameters were output for comparison and correlation with test results. A series of
FE simulations of FW-UAS impacting a 1.57 mm (0.062 in) thick aluminum flat plate
was performed to check the stability of the FE model of FW-UAS. The details of the
simulation are also presented in this chapter.
3.1

Ballistic Component Level Tests
Multiple FW-UAS component-level impact tests were performed. The FW-UAS

contains three significant high-density components: the motor, battery, and camera. In
order to validate the component-level FE models, the impact behaviors of the motor
(without the firewall and propeller) and the battery subassembly were characterized.
Three motors and one battery subassemblies were supplied to MSU by Precision Hawk.
In addition, one battery was supplied by MSU GRI. The impact behavior of the camera
was not characterized as part of this work.
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3.1.1

Ballistic Test Setup
The target frame for the ballistic impact test consisted of two square steel frames

bolted together, sandwiching about a flat aluminum test panel. The frame was bolted in
all four corners to the anchor frame, through the load cells. The test frame assembled in
the testing rig, as well as the positions of the load cells, is shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1
3.1.2

Test frame setup for ballistic component level tests (LC = load cell)

Ballistic Test Equipment
The following instruments were used to conduct the ballistic tests and record all

of the necessary data.
I.

Compressed Gas Gun System:
A compressed gas gun system was used to accelerate the projectiles (UAS motors,

batteries) up to velocities of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) and impact precisely the center of the
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panel specimen. Tolerances of 5% in the velocity and 5° deviation in the perpendicularity
of the impact were desired.
II.

Projectile Sabot:
Custom-designed polystyrene foam sabots were used to support each type of

projectile in the compressed gas gun and to provide a uniform loading surface during
launch. Additional low-density foam blocks were placed around the projectiles to support
and position them in the center of each sabot. Typical sabot configurations for the FWUAS motor and battery subassembly are shown in Figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2
III.

Typical sabots for the FW-UAS (A)Motor and (B)Battery subassembly
Load Cells:

Four uniaxial load cells from PCB Piezotronics® were located at the corners of
the test specimen mounting frame and were used to record the force transferred to the test
fixture base. The load cell force gages had a 266,893 N (60,000 lbf) capacity and had a
sampling rate of 1 MHz. All load cells were calibrated to within 1.1% linearity with ±1%
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of uncertainty. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.1 show the load cell and their positions for the test
setup, respectively.

Figure 3.3
IV.

PCB Piezotronics load cell used in ballistic component level tests
Strain Gages:

Thirteen linear, ¼ in grid, 350 Ω standard elongation strain gages from Vishay
were installed at selected locations on the panel specimens at the NIAR. The data
acquisition system sampled results at a rate of 1 MHz. The locations where the uniaxial
strain gages were installed on the panel are shown in Figure 3.4; specifications are shown
in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.4

Strain gages on test frame for ballistic component level tests

Table 3.1

Strain gage specifications for component level tests

Gage ID
Gage Resistance
Gage Factor
Transverse Sensitivity
Adhesive
V.

K-216.31-2041
350 ± 0.3% Ω
2.02 ± 1.0%
0.00%
AE-10

High-Speed Video Cameras:

Three high-speed video cameras were used to record the projectile impacts at
10,000 frames per second from three different viewing angles. Camera 1 was positioned
perpendicular to the shot line, camera 2 was positioned in front of the plate at an oblique
angle and camera 3 recorded the impact from the top.
VI.

3D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system:
A Vision Research high-speed camera capable of data acquisition rate of 10 kHz

was used for the digital image correlation setup. A 304.8 x 304.8 mm2 (1 x 1 ft2) portion
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at the center on the rear side of the panel was painted white and a random black speckle
pattern was applied using spray paint. The camera setup was pointed at this speckled
patch. The DIC software was able to capture the 3D displacements and in-plane strains
induced in the panel during impact.
VII.

Projectile Velocity Measurement:
Projectile velocity measurements were obtained using two lasers placed

perpendicular to the projectile’s trajectory as it exited the barrel. The distance between
the lasers was known and allowed for automated velocity calculation based on the time
difference from the projectile sequentially interrupting the laser beams.
In addition, the digital camera still images of the test setup and the test articles
were taken before and after each test.
3.1.3

Test Matrix
Three motor and two battery subassembly impact tests were performed using the

compressed-gas gun launcher described in section 3.1.2. The test matrix for the five tests
is shown in Table 3.2.
Two motor impact tests were performed at a nominal impact velocity of 128.6 m/s
(250 knots) and one was performed at 64.3 m/s (125 knots). Such velocities are consistent
with the relative velocities between arbitrary FW-UASs and manned aircraft operating at
altitudes less than 4,000 m (13,120 ft). Each component was impacted onto a 1.59 mm
(0.0625 in) thick instrumented Aluminum 2024-T3 flat panel secured within the NIAR
test frame (section 3.1.1). Preliminary FE analyses suggested that the motor would
completely penetrate the instrumented aluminum panel at an impact velocity of
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128.6 m/s. The lower motor impact velocity was selected in order to minimize the
likelihood of motor penetration.
The impact behavior of the battery subassembly was evaluated at a nominal
impact velocity of 128.6 m/s (250 knots). Preliminary FE models of battery subassembly
impact tests suggested that for an impact velocity of 128.6 m/s, the battery subassembly
would not penetrate the instrumented aluminum panel. One concern regarding UAS
impacts to aircraft structures is the likelihood of a charged battery ignition/explosion.
Accordingly, one of the battery subassembly impact tests was performed with a partially
(50%) charged battery. The remaining impact test involved a fully discharged battery.
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Motor

Motor

Motor

2-5695

2-5700

2-5699

77.36

76.83

75.89

247.95

0.9° U 7.1° L

126.8

4.3° D 30.8° L 253.88

1.8° D 1.5° L

2-5693

164.59

655.37

617.49

-6.6%
2.4%

131.67

2949.99

2377.97

BATTERY

-1.4%

1.5%

-0.8%

120.09

65.23

130.61

127.56

MOTOR

N

N

N*

Y

Y

n/a

n/a

7.92

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

99.06

93.57

Deviation
Projectile
Impact Impact
Impact
Panel
Rebound Residual
Pitch Yaw
from
Weight
Velocity Velocity
Energy Penetration Velocity Velocity
(Deg.) (Deg.)
nominal
(g)
(knots)
(J)
(Y/N)
(m/s)
(m/s)
velocity

Battery
329.73 10.8° U 11.5° L 233.43
(Discharged)
Battery (50%
2-5694
340.25 3.2° D 7.6° L 255.95
Charged)
* - Perforated but not penetrated
All projectiles were impacted to a 0.063” Al panel

Projectile
Type

Component test matrix with results

Shot
Number

Table 3.2
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117,530

93,380

30,590

14,160

15,160

Peak
Load
(N)

24.21

19.23

n/a

n/a

n/a

46.23

42.16

24.89

n/a

n/a

Permanent
Max
Deformation Deflection
(mm)
(mm)

3.1.4

Impact Test Results
For each impact test, the projectile impact velocity, impact energy, and pitch and

yaw impact angles were determined. In addition, the peak load, permanent throughthickness deflection, and maximum deflection were determined if possible. Projectile
rebound and residual velocities were determined, if applicable. Images acquired from
high-speed cameras were used to calculate the projectile orientation at impact. A global
Cartesian coordinate system was defined relative to the gas gun. The flight path of a
projectile corresponded to the positive z-axis, and the target was located in the xy plane.
The x- and y-axes were located in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
Ideally, the projectile centerline at impact would correspond to the z-axis. The actual
pitch and yaw angles of a given projectile at impact, however, were determined relative
to the projectile’s centerline. The definitions of positive pitch and yaw angles relative to
the global coordinate system are graphically presented in Figure 3.5. The roll angle could
not be accurately determined based on the experimental setup.
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Figure 3.5

3.1.4.2

Measurement of the (A) Yaw and (B) Pitch angles at impact from a battery
subassembly impact test
Motor Impact Tests

As previously mentioned, three FW-UAS motors were tested with no propeller
assembly attached. The motor is the densest component on the FW-UAS and poses one
of the most significant threats in an airborne collision. The measured pitch/yaw angles,
impact velocity, impact energy, projectile rebound/residual velocities, peak load,
permanent through-thickness plate displacement, and maximum plate deflection are
included in Table 3.2. All three impact velocities closely matched the desired velocities.
Minor pitch and yaw angles were observed for two of the tests (<7.1°) resulting from
complex sabot/projectile interactions that commonly occur during the sabot separation
phase after launch. One of the motors tested at a 128.6 m/s nominal impact velocity
(target panel 2-5700) struck the target at a high yaw angle (30.8°).
No significant differences in the impact results for the two 128.6 m/s nominal
impact velocity tests were observed, with the exception of the higher yaw angle for target
panel 2-5700. Both motors penetrated the target panels. As a result, the rebound
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velocities, permanent plate displacement at the center of impact, and maximum
deflections were not determined. Similar impact energies (617.49 N-m/655.37 N-m) and
peak loads (15.16 kN/14.16 kN) were observed for the two tests. The residual velocities
were 93.57 m/s and 99.06 m/s. All of these results indicate that the high yaw angle for
one motor had a negligible influence on the impact behavior. The impact damage
(petaling) to the target was consistent with a sharp object impact and is shown in Figure
3.6 for target panel 2-5695. No evidence of damage or permanent deformation in both
motors was observed after testing.

Figure 3.6

Deformation and fracture of target panel (2-5695) impacted with motor at
127.56 m/s: (A) Impact side and (B) Back side

A third motor impact test was performed at a lower nominal impact velocity of
64.3 m/s (125 knots). The motor perforated but did not completely penetrate the target
panel 2-5699 (Figure 3.7). A rebound velocity of 7.9 m/s was measured, indicating that a
significant amount of the impact energy (164.59 N-m) was absorbed by the motor and
panel. As an aside, the motor shaft slid back through the rotor without damaging any
other parts of the motor as shown in Figure 3.8. No permanent deformation of the motor
was observed. A maximum through-thickness plate deflection of 24.89 mm was
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measured at the center of impact using the DIC system. Additionally, the peak load
during the impact test was 30.59 kN. Note that this force is significantly higher than the
peak forces observed from the 128.6 m/s nominal impact velocity tests. This makes sense
since the kinetic energy absorbed by the plate is greater for the non-penetrating impact.

Figure 3.7

Deformation and perforation of test panel impacted with motor at 65.2 m/s:
(A) Impact side and (B) Back side

Figure 3.8

Motor (A) Before and (B) After 65.2 m/s impact test

3.1.4.3

Battery Impact Tests
Two battery subassemblies were impact tested with a measured impact velocity

for each battery subassembly within 6% of the desired 128.6 m/s (250 knots) velocity
(Table 3.2). Some variation in the projectile pitch and yaw angles at impact was observed
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(<12°). The two battery subassemblies did not penetrate the panel. Maximum throughthickness plate deflections of 42.16 mm and 46.23 mm were measured by the DIC
system. Permanent through-thickness place deflections of 19.23 mm and 24.21 mm were
observed for both tests. The permanent deflection from target panel 2-5693 (Table 3.2)
caused by the battery subassembly impact is shown in Figure 3.9. The peak impact loads
(93.38 kN/117.53 kN) and impact energies (2,377.97 N-m/2,949.99 N-m) were similar
for both tests.

Figure 3.9

Permanent deformation of target panel 2-5693 impacted with battery
subassembly at 120.09 m/s: (A) Impact side and (B) Back side

Upon impact, both battery subassemblies were completely destroyed. Hence, it
was not possible to determine the rebound velocity. Although one battery was partially
charged, no signs of battery ignition/explosion due to the impact were observed. It is
unclear if partially intact batteries would pose a fire hazard to aircraft. Figure 3.10 (A)
shows the battery subassembly debris in the target chamber after a 120.09 m/s impact to
the target panel (target panel 2-5693). Upon impact, the PCB battery enclosure was
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shattered, and the battery cell ribbon assemblies rapidly unfolded as shown in Figure
3.10 (B).

Figure 3.10

3.2

(A) Battery subassembly impact debris inside the target chamber and (B)
Unfolding of the battery cell ribbon assembly

Fixed-Wing UAS Component FE Models
FE simulations of FW-UAS battery subassembly and motor component tests were

performed in order to facilitate validation of the complete FW-UAS model. High fidelity
FE models of the motor (Figure 3.11), battery subassembly (Figure 3.12), Aluminum
2024-T3 target panel/steel test frame assembly (Figure 3.13) were developed. The steel
motor model (Figure 3.11) was comprised of solid FEs. The battery subassembly model
(Figure 3.12) was constructed as follows. Shell FEs were used to simulate the FR4 PCB
housing, aluminum battery pouch, and Nylon 6 zip ties. The LiPo battery cells and foam
supporting blocks were modeled using solid FEs. The motor and battery subassembly FE
models were identical to those included in the complete FW-UAS FE model (cf. chapter
II).
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Figure 3.11

(A) FW-UAS motor and (B) FE idealization

Figure 3.12

(A) FW-UAS battery subassembly and (B) FE idealization
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The FE model of the target (i.e., target panel and steel test frame assembly) was
developed previously by the NIAR [37]. It consists of a 1041.4 x 1041.4 mm2 aluminum
target panel sandwiched between two steel frames as shown in Figure 3.13. The corners
of the steel frames were bolted to an underlying steel support structure through four
cylindrical load cell assemblies.
The 1.59 mm thick aluminum panel was discretized with fully integrated
quadrilateral shell FEs (ELFORM = 16, SHRF = 0.833) using five through-thickness
integration points. The Johnson-Cook material model (MAT_15) for the Aluminum 2024T3 target panel was defined. Beam FEs were used to connect (“bolt”) the perimeter of the
target panel to the steel frame assembly. The steel frame assembly was discretized with
fully integrated (ELFORM = 2) hexahedral solid FEs. A piecewise linear plasticity model
(MAT_024) was used to simulate the Steel 4340 test frame.
In the target panel FE model, element sets were defined corresponding to nominal
strain gage locations (shown in green in Figures 3.13 (B) and 3.14 (B)) on the backside of
the actual target panel. Calculated strains averaged over each element set were compared
to measured strains at these locations. The four corner load cells (shown in blue in Figure
3.14) were modeled using solid FEs. Forces were calculated over a load cell cross-section
and compared to the measured load-time history from the impact tests.
For each FE analysis, the CONTACT_ERODING_SINGLE_SURFACE contact
algorithm [22] was used to characterize the surface contact between the FW-UAS
components and the target. A static and dynamic friction coefficient of 0.2 was assumed
between each component (projectile) and target.
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Figure 3.13

(A) Typical target panel and test frame assembly and (B) FE idealization

Figure 3.14

(A) Typical target panel with strain gages and (B) FE idealization
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3.3

Fixed-Wing UAS Component FE Model Validation
Various motor and battery subassembly FE model analysis results were compared

to experimental test data. FE estimates of the target panel backside strains were evaluated
against actual strains measured at thirteen strain gage locations (SG1-SG13, cf. Figure
3.15). Similarly, force-time histories were calculated in the FE model at the four load
cells and compared to experimentally measured values. In all simulations, it was assumed
that the projectiles struck the geometric center of the target panels. A low-pass filter
based on SAE J211/1 [38] was applied to the strain and load cell data for both the FE
simulations and experiments in order to reduce high-frequency oscillations in the data.
The experimental data were given a time offset to match the simulated first point of
contact. The same offset was used for all plots within each test case.
In the FE simulations, the contact reaction force between projectile (i.e., motor or
battery subassembly) and target panel was used to define the end of the contact. For
example, Figure 3.16 shows the predicted contact reaction force between projectile and
target from a motor impact simulation conducted at a nominal impact velocity of
128.6 m/s. As can be seen in the figure, the contact force rapidly increases with time and
then drops as the projectile penetrates the target. Once the predicted contact force reached
zero (either due to projectile penetration or rebound), the projectile and target were
assumed to be no longer in contact.
A series of stability checks were performed for all component-level simulations.
The nature and type of the stability checks will be discussed in detail for the full FWUAS impact simulations in sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.15

Target panel strain gage and load cell locations
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Figure 3.16

3.3.1

Predicted motor contact reaction force with the target panel (impact
velocity, 128.6 m/s)

Fixed-Wing UAS Motor FE Model Validation
Calculated strain-time histories at each target panel strain gage location (SG1-

SG13) were compared to measured histories from two motor impact tests conducted at a
nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) and one motor test conducted at a 65.2 m/s
(126.7 knots) impact velocity. For the two higher velocity motor impact tests, there were
minor differences in the measured strain-time histories for each test due to subtle
differences in measured velocity as well as pitch and yaw angles. For these two tests, a
single simulation was performed for a normal impact at a nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s.
In the FE simulation of the lower speed motor impact test, the actual measured
impact velocity and pitch/yaw angles were modeled. In general, the predicted strain-time
histories at all thirteen strain gage locations reasonably matched measured results for all
three tests. This is particularly impressive since all three motor impact tests involved
complete or partial penetration of the target panels. For example, the calculated/measured
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extensional strains in the x-direction at one near-field (SG1) and one far-field (SG3)
strain gage location are shown in Figure 3.14 (A) and Figure 3.17 (B), respectively, for
the two tests (target panels 2-5695, 2-5700) conducted at a nominal impact velocity of
128.6 m/s. The calculated near-field and far-field strain-time histories accurately captured
both the primary peaks and the essential character of the measured strains throughout the
impact duration. Similar results were obtained at the remaining strain gage locations for
these two tests; measured/calculated strain-time histories at all strain gage locations are
included in APPENDIX A.
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Figure 3.17

Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain in the x-direction at
(A) Near-field (SG1) and (B) Far-field (SG3) strain gage for a motor
impact at 128.6 m/s nominal velocity

In addition, simulated full-field strain components and peak plate deflections
closely matched measured strains obtained from a DIC system up until the point of
projectile penetration. Prior to penetration, the estimated strain field captured the
essential character of the local field in the vicinity of the impact site. After penetration,
the high-speed DIC images became obscured by DIC speckle paint delamination from the
target plate surface, impact debris, target petaling that changed the orientation of the plate
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surface, and the motor itself. Hence, DIC measurements could not be used to characterize
the peak deflection after penetration.
Calculated load-time histories at each load cell were compared to measured
histories from the two motor impact tests (target panels 2-5695, 2-5700) conducted at a
nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s (250 knots). In general, the predicted load-time histories at
all four load cells reasonably matched measured results. The simulated and measured
load-time histories at a typical load cell are shown in Figure 3.18. Load-time histories for
the remaining load cells demonstrated a similar level of correlation; load-time histories
for all four load cells are included in APPENDIX A.

Figure 3.18

Measured and predicted force in the top left load cell for a motor impact at
a nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s

High-speed images of the higher velocity motor impacts were qualitatively
compared to a simulated nominal impact. For example, Figure 3.19 shows a series of
experimental images from the onset of impact for target panel 2-5695 until the end of the
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contact. The figure also includes images of the simulated impact at the same moments in
time. The motor is shown at the center of the target panel in Figure 3.19 (A) just prior to
impact. Shortly after impact, the motor began to perforate the panel as shown in Figure
3.19 (B). The target panel started petaling as the motor continued in the impact direction
(Figure 3.19 (C)). The motor completely penetrated through the panel at the end of
contact (Figure 3.19 (D)).
The FE simulation results reasonably matched the observed penetration behavior
throughout the impact event. Figure 3.20 contains an image of the actual penetrated target
panel (target panel 2-5695) as well as an image of the failed target panel from the
nominal impact simulation. Both the actual and simulated panel demonstrated petaling
deformation consistent with sharp projectile penetrations. While the target and simulated
panels displayed three and four distinct petals, respectively, the size and shape of the
penetration domains were very similar. Since petaling in real materials is a stochastic
process, the number of actual petals will vary from one test to another. As an aside, target
panel 2-5700 involved a relatively large yaw angle (+30.8°).
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Figure 3.19

High-speed images of the FW-UAS motor impact (test 2-5695) at
127.56 m/s and a corresponding simulated nominal impact at four times:
(A) t = 0.0 ms, (B) t = 0.2 ms, (C) t = 0.4 ms, and (D) t = 0.6 ms
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Figure 3.20

(A) Actual (target panel 2-5695) and (B) Simulated target panel after FWUAS motor impact at a 128.6 m/s nominal velocity

Figure 3.21

(A) Actual (target panel 2-5700) and (B) Simulated target panel after an
oblique FW-UAS motor impact at a 130.61 m/s velocity

An additional FE simulation was performed using the actual pitch/yaw angles and
the measured impact velocity from target panel 2-5700. Figure 3.21 contains images of
the actual and simulated target panel after penetration. The actual oblique motor impact
resulted in a semicircular penetration with a lower degree of petaling. The essential
features of the penetration region were well characterized by the FE model.
A similar comparison of the actual (target panel 2-5699) and simulated impact
behavior between the motor and target panel was performed for the lower 65.2 m/s
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(126.7 knots) impact velocity. The calculated/measured extensional strains in the xdirection at one near-field (SG1) and one far-field (SG6) strain gage location are shown
in Figure 3.22 (A) and Figure 3.22 (B), respectively.
Similar to the high-velocity tests, the calculated strain-time histories accurately
captured the essential character of the measured local strains. Similar results were
obtained at the remaining strain gage locations for the low-velocity test;
measured/calculated strain-time histories at all strain gage locations are included in
APPENDIX A. Analogously, the calculated load-time histories at each load cell
reasonably matched measured values. Load-time histories for all four load cells are
included in APPENDIX A.
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Figure 3.22

Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain in the x-direction at
(A) Near-field (SG1) and (B) Far-field (SG6) strain gage for a motor
impact at a 65.2 m/s velocity

High-speed images of the lower velocity motor impact test were compared to
images from the simulated impact. Figure 3.23 shows a series of images from the
observed (target panel 2-5699) and simulated impacts. The motor is shown at the center
of the target panel in Figure 3.23 (A) just prior to impact. Shortly after impact, the motor
shaft perforated the panel as shown in Figure 3.23 (B). After partial penetration, the
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motor began to rebound from the target panel (Figure 3.23 (C)). The motor completely
rebounded from the panel at the end of contact (Figure 3.23 (D)).
Again, the FE simulation results successfully matched the observed impact
behavior. Figure 3.24 contains an image of the actual perforated target panel (target panel
2-5699) as well as an image of the simulated target panel. Both the actual and simulated
panels demonstrated a semicircular puncture with a small degree of petaling. Similar to
the higher velocity impact simulations, the FE model was able to capture the size, shape
and characteristic features of the perforation.
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Figure 3.23

High-speed images of the FW-UAS motor impact (test 2-5699) at 65.2 m/s
and a corresponding simulated nominal impact at four times:
(A) t = 0.0 ms, (B) t = 0.2 ms, (C) t = 0.5 ms, and (D) t = 0.7 ms
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Figure 3.24

3.3.2

(A) Actual (target panel 2-5699) and (B) Simulated target panel after FWUAS motor impact at a 65.2 m/s impact velocity

Fixed-Wing UAS Battery Subassembly FE Model Validation
Predicted strain-time histories at each target panel strain gage location (SG1-

SG13) were compared to measured histories from the two battery subassembly impact
tests (target panels 2-5693, 2-5694) conducted at a nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s
(250 knots). In these two impact tests, there were minor differences in the measured
strain-time histories due to subtle differences in measured velocity, subassembly mass,
and pitch/yaw angles.
For these two tests, a single simulation was performed for a normal impact at a
nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s. In general, the predicted strain-time histories at all thirteen
strain gage locations closely matched measured results. The calculated/measured strains,
at one near-field (SG1) and one far-field (SG3) strain gage location, are shown in Figure
3.25 (A) and Figure 3.25 (B), respectively. Similar to the motor impact tests, the
calculated strain-time histories accurately captured both the initial peaks and the essential
character of the measured strains up until the end of the contact. Comparable results were
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obtained at the remaining strain gage locations; measured/calculated strain-time histories
at all strain gage locations are included in APPENDIX A.
In addition, simulated full-field strain components closely matched measured
strains obtained from a DIC system. For example, Figure 3.26 contains plots of the
calculated/measured extensional strain in the x-direction at 1.5 ms. The magnitude and
gradient in the predicted strain field reasonably matched the local field near the impact
site. Such results are typical for all strain components over the duration of impact.
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Figure 3.25

Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain in the x-direction at
(A) Near-field (SG1) and (B) Far-field (SG3) strain gage for a battery
subassembly impact at a 128.6 m/s nominal velocity
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Figure 3.26

(A) Measured (test 2-5693) and (B) Simulated target panel extensional
strain in the x-direction at 1.5 ms during the FW-UAS battery subassembly
impact at a 128.6 m/s nominal velocity

The predicted load-time history at each load cell was compared to measured
histories from the two battery subassembly impact tests. The simulated and measured
load-time history at the top left load cell accurately matched the initial force peaks
(Figure 3.27). Load-time histories for the remaining load cells demonstrated a similar
level of correlation; load-time histories for all four load cells are included in APPENDIX
A.
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Figure 3.27

Measured and predicted force in the top left load cell for a battery
subassembly impact at a nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s

The calculated out-of-plane z-displacement at the target panel impact location was
compared to measured values from the two battery subassembly impact tests (target
panels 2-5693, 2-5694) as shown in Figure 3.28. The measured displacements increased
rapidly until reaching a local maximum at around 2 ms and then decreased slightly until
the end of contact. The simulated displacement closely matched the experimentally
measured values.
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Figure 3.28

Measured and predicted target panel out-of-plane displacement for the
battery subassembly at a nominal impact velocity of 128.6 m/s

High-speed images of battery subassembly impacts were qualitatively compared
to the simulated nominal impact. For example, Figure 3.29 shows a series of images from
the onset of impact until the end of contact from target panel 2-5693 along with
simulation results at the same moments in time. The battery subassembly is shown at the
center of the target panel in Figure 3.29 (A) just prior to impact. Shortly after impact, the
battery subassembly began to crumple as shown in Figure 3.29 (B). Large PCB sections
became increasingly detached, and the battery cell assembly began to unfold (Figure
3.29 (C)). At the end of contact, the actual battery subassembly was significantly
fragmented (Figure 3.29 (D)). The FE simulation results reasonably matched the
observed failure throughout the impact event. Since FE deletion was employed to ensure
numerical stability, it is difficult to directly compare the degree of observed and predicted
fragmentation of the battery subassembly. Nonetheless, the battery subassembly model
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appears to closely match the physics of impact of the actual subassembly. Similar results
were observed for the other impact test.

Figure 3.29

High-speed images of a FW-UAS battery subassembly impact (test 2-5693)
at 120.09 m/s and a corresponding simulated nominal impact at four times:
(A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 1 ms, (C) t = 2 ms, and (D) t = 4 ms
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3.4

FE Stability Assessment
FE model stability is a major concern when explicit dynamic solution procedures

are employed. In addition, the largest stable time increment is limited by the
characteristic length of the smallest FE [22]. One technique to increase the stable time
increment is to artificially add mass to the system by increasing the FE mass densities.
Generally, the “added mass” due to this density increase should not exceed 5% of the
individual component and system masses [21]. For these simulations, the added mass was
negligible. A series of stability checks were also performed in order to ensure the stability
of the explicit dynamic solution procedure. For each simulation, the total, kinetic,
internal, hourglass, and contact energies were calculated and used to determine if any
model instabilities were present. The total energy of the system should not vary more
than 1% throughout the simulation [21]. Since reduced-integration FEs were used in the
FW-UAS FE model, the energy associated with minimizing possible hourglass modes
was determined. The hourglass energy should be less than 10% of the peak internal
energy for the entire system [21]. Since friction was included in all contact definitions,
the contact energy should be positive [39]. A negative contact energy, however, could
indicate the existence of inappropriate node/FE interpenetrations in the model. The
energy ratio (defined as the ratio between the total energy and the sum of the initial total
energy and external work) was also used to evaluate model stability. This ratio describes
the energy balance for the system and should be in the range 0.99-1.01 [21].
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3.4.1

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts on the NIAR Test Frame
A simulated 128.6 m/s (250 knots) impact between the FW-UAS model and the

NIAR test frame was performed. The 1.59 mm (0.0625 in) thick Aluminum 2024-T3 flat
target panel is representative of typical aircraft skins. Similar to the 128.6 m/s motor
impact simulations (section 3.3.2), the FW-UAS penetrated the target panel. A detailed
analysis of the predicted collision between the FW-UAS projectile and target was
performed after assessing model stability. The total, kinetic, internal, hourglass, and
contact energies from this simulation are shown in Figure 3.30. The total energy
remained relatively constant throughout the simulation. The total kinetic energy of the
system decreased as the projectile penetrated the target. Analogously, the internal energy
of the system increased with time as both the target and FW-UAS projectile deformed.
The hourglass energy remained a negligible fraction of the peak internal energy
throughout the entire simulation; this suggests spurious zero-energy modes associated
with reduced-integration FEs were minimized. The contact energy remained positive
during the simulation indicating no serious node/FE interpenetrations. The calculated
energy ratio was relatively constant and well within the desired 0.99-1.01 range (Figure
3.31). The results suggest that the combined FW-UAS/NIAR test frame model is
relatively robust and numerically stable. Similar assessments will be required when
integrating the FW-UAS FE model with other target models.
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Figure 3.30

Predicted total, kinetic, internal, hourglass, and contact energies for a
128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into the NIAR test frame

Figure 3.31

Predicted energy ratio for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into the NIAR test
frame

Isometric views of a 128.6 m/s (250 knots) FW-UAS impact to the NIAR test
frame are shown in Figure 3.32 at three instants in time. The FW-UAS is shown in Figure
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3.32 (A) at the center of the test frame immediately prior to impact (time, t = 0.0 ms). As
the FW-UAS began to impact the test frame (t = 2.5 ms), the motor penetrated the target
panel, and the PCBs crumpled as shown in Figure 3.32 (B). The motor essentially acted
as a sharp penetrator and was mostly intact after penetration. In addition, since the
expanded polystyrene foam portions of the wings extended beyond the test frame, the
wingtips began to shear off after impacting the sides of the test frame. The size of the
hole created from the motor penetration increased as the remainder of the FW-UAS
impacted the target panel (t = 5.0 ms). As a result, the battery and camera were mostly
intact after passing through the target panel (Figure 3.32 (C)).
Side view images of the FW-UAS for this impact are shown in Figure 3.33 at six
instants in time. A close-up view of the FW-UAS fuselage is shown in Figure 3.33 (A)
just prior to impact (t = 0.0 ms). The FEs for the motor, battery, and payload
subassemblies are highlighted in color while all other FW-UAS FEs are gray. The motor
and battery each remained essentially intact as they penetrated the target panel as shown
in Figure 3.33 (B) and Figure 3.33 (C), respectively. In addition, the PCB fuselage and
battery subassembly support structure began to crumple (Figure 3.33 (C)). The PCB
battery enclosure became detached from the battery shortly thereafter as shown in Figure
3.33 (D). No significant damage to the camera was observed as it penetrated the target
panel (Figure 3.33 (E)). The relatively high-density motor, battery, and camera remained
mostly intact as shown in Figure 3.33 (F) and continued roughly on the initial projectile
trajectory. These results suggest that a 1.59 mm thick target panel would not significantly
prevent the FW-UAS penetration at 128.6 m/s. As a consequence, the high mass motor,
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battery, and camera pose a significant threat to any underlying structure or payload (e.g.,
ribs, frames, fuel tanks).
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Figure 3.32

Isometric views of the predicted FW-UAS impact at 128.6 m/s to the NIAR
test frame at three times: (A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 2.5 ms, and (C) t = 5 ms
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Figure 3.33

Predicted FW-UAS impact at 128.6 m/s to the NIAR test frame at six
times: (A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 1 ms, (C) t = 2 ms, (D) t = 3 ms, (E) t = 4 ms,
and (F) t = 5 ms
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3.4.2

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts to a Rigid Test Frame
Simulated compliant projectile impacts to rigid targets arguably represent a

significant challenge in the development of a numerically stable projectile model.
Additional FW-UAS model validation and stability assessments were performed at a
128.6 m/s (250 knots) impact velocity using the FW-UAS model and a rigid NIAR test
frame model. In essence, all FEs in the target model were converted to rigid FEs by
employing the DEFORMABLE_TO_RIGID card in the LS-DYNA keyword file. Similar
to the calculated results for the combined FW-UAS/NIAR test frame model, an
assessment of the total, kinetic, internal, hourglass, and contact energies (Figure 3.34) as
well as the energy ratio (Figure 3.35) suggested that the combined compliant
projectile/rigid target model was numerically stable. Extreme FE distortions resulting in
negative FE volumes were avoided in the analysis suggesting that the FW-UAS model
can be used successfully to predict normal impacts to hard/stiff flat targets.

Figure 3.34

Predicted total, kinetic, internal, hourglass, and contact energies for a
128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into a rigid NIAR test frame
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Figure 3.35

3.4.3

Predicted energy ratio for the FW-UAS impact to a rigid NIAR test frame
at 128.6 m/s

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Knife-Edge Impacts to a Rigid Plate
As mentioned previously, the stability of a given impact model strongly depends

on the structural geometry, morphology, and material properties of both the projectile and
target. One key challenge involves knife-edge impacts between a compliant projectile and
relatively stiff plates. Knife-edge impacts are a concern in air-to-air collisions when a
projectile penetrates a leading edge skin and subsequently strikes the web of an
underlying rib and/or frame. Simulating such impacts can result in numerical instabilities
due to the intense local deformation in the contact region between the projectile and
target. LS-DYNA simulations of FW-UAS knife-edge impacts with a flat rigid plate
(thickness, 1.59 mm) were performed at a 128.6 m/s (250 knots) impact velocity (Figure
3.36). An evaluation of the total, kinetic, internal, hourglass, and contact energies (Figure
3.37) as well as the energy ratio (Figure 3.38) suggested that the combined FW-
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UAS/rigid knife-edge target model was numerically stable. Hence, the FW-UAS model
appears to be numerically stable over a range of candidate target models.

Figure 3.36

Schematic of the FW-UAS rigid knife-edge impact (vertical sidewall not
shown) at 128.6 m/s

Figure 3.37

Predicted total, kinetic, internal, hourglass, and contact energies for the
rigid knife-edge impact of the FW-UAS at 128.6 m/s
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Figure 3.38

3.4.4

Predicted energy ratio for the rigid knife-edge impact of the FW-UAS at
128.6 m/s

Fixed-Wing FE Model Limitations
Chapter II has presented the FE model of a FW-UAS that was designed for

airborne collision impact simulations in LS-DYNA software. It was validated with
component level tests to ensure good correlation with physics within the envelope of
conditions tested.
The model is intended to be used for assessing impact dynamics with aircraft
structures to simulate mid-air collisions. It is recommended to limit the applications to
impact velocities in the range of 64.3-128.6 m/s (125-250 knots), for which component
level tests validated the behavior of the main components of the UAS.
Further work will have to be conducted to validate the model for lower impact
velocities and ground collisions.
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CHAPTER IV
AIRBORNE COLLISION IMPACT SEVERITY EVALUATION OF A FIXED-WING
UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEM AND MANNED AIRCRAFT
4.1

Introduction
As discussed in chapter I, the overarching goal of this research is to evaluate the

airborne collision impact severity of a FW-UAS and commercial and business jet aircraft.
To address this complex problem, full-scale physics-based FE analyses of a FW-UAS
impacting different “target” aircraft primary structures were conducted to analyze the
damage introduced into those structures. The FE models of target structures, i.e., the
wing, windshield, horizontal stabilizer, and vertical stabilizer of a commercial (similar to
a Boeing 737) and a business jet aircraft (similar to a Learjet 31A) were developed by the
NIAR [10, 12]. The FE simulations presented in this chapter were performed by the
NIAR with a significant input from the author of this dissertation. Different impact
scenarios were simulated, including the most probable high-velocity impacts during takeoff (~130 knots), landing (~180 knots), and holding speed (~200 knots). In order to
evaluate the worst-case impact conditions, the holding speed was considered as the
baseline speed of the aircraft for the study presented in this chapter. Considering the FWUAS’s maximum velocity (38 knots), a relative velocity of 250 knots was chosen as the
baseline impact velocity. Olivares et al. [10, 12] tabulated the number and type of
commercial transport jet aircraft in service and identified the narrow-body single-aisle
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aircraft (similar to the Boeing 737) as the world’s most popular transport jet. As a
consequence, a representative narrow-body single-aisle aircraft was chosen as the
transport jet aircraft for this study. Similarly, the Learjet 31A was selected as the
representative business jet aircraft [10, 12]. Generic FE models of both representative
aircraft were generated by the NIAR using the NIAR building block approach [10, 12].
The details of the target models are not discussed in this chapter but can be found in [10,
12]. A similar air-air collision study using the DJI Phantom III quadcopter UAS was
performed by Olivares et al. [10].
A series of parametric studies were conducted by Olivares et al. [10, 12] on the
different relative impact velocities and target impact locations to identify the worst-case
impact damage induced in aircraft primary structures due to a UAS collision. In order to
precisely specify different UAS impact scenarios, a combination of the UAS type, aircraft
type, target primary structural component, and local impact position the following
naming convention was employed.
Every impact condition was designated using four characters (ABCD)
•
•
•

•

A – Distinguishes between Commercial (C) and Business Jet Aircraft (B)
B – Distinguishes between UAS Type:
• 2.7 lb. Quadcopter (Q) (performed exclusively by the NIAR [12])
• 4.0 lb. Fixed-Wing (F)
C – Distinguishes between impact area:
• Vertical Stabilizer (V)
• Horizontal Stabilizer (H)
• Wing (W)
• Cockpit Windshield (C)
D – Distinguishes between impact location (1 through 5) (cf. sections 4.3
and 4.4)

For example, CFV4 refers to:
•

Commercial Jet Aircraft
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•
•
•

Fixed-Wing UAS
Vertical Stabilizer
Impact Location #4

A total of 28 impact scenarios (cf. Tables 4.1 and 4.2) were analyzed at 128.6 m/s
(250 knots) the baseline relative velocity as part of this study. As mentioned previously,
these analyses were performed by and in collaboration with the NIAR as part of the
ASSURE UAS Airborne Collision Severity Evaluation research program [40].
Impact scenarios analyzed between FW-UAS and commercial transport jet
aircraft at 128.6 m/s (250 knots) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration
[10]. Critical cases identified in boldface

CFC3

CFC2

CFC1

CFW4

CFW3

CFW2

Windshield

BFC3

BFC2

BFC1

Windshield
BFW3

BFW2

Wing
BFW1

BFH3

BFH2

BFV3

Business Jet
Horizontal Stabilizer
BFH1

128.6 m/s (250 knots) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10].
Critical cases identified in boldface

Vertical Stabilizer
BFV2

CFW1

CFH5

CFH4

CFH3

CFH2

Commercial Transport Jet
Horizontal Stabilizer
Wing

BFV1

Table 4.2

CFV4

CFV3

CFV2

CFV1

Vertical Stabilizer

CFH1

Table 4.1

A summary of the internal energy of each aircraft, internal energy of the FWUAS, residual kinetic energy, friction energy, and eroded energy in each of the 28
scenarios is discussed in this chapter. Based on the summary of the distribution of
energies in different scenarios and an assessment of the damage introduced into a given
structure, a critical case was identified for each target structure. The prediction of the
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impact behavior, damage induced in the structure, impulse, energy balance, and internal
energy per component are presented and discussed for the select critical cases only.
4.2

Impact Severity Criteria
Based on the simulated impacts, impact severity criteria were established to

characterize four distinct levels of damage induced in aircraft primary structures as
shown in Table 4.3 [10, 12]. The lowest damage category (Level 1) generally
corresponds to a minimal amount of localized damage. The next category (Level 2)
represents significant visible damage to the external surface of the aircraft with some
internal component damage but with no appreciable skin rupture. The third category
(Level 3) describes impact events where the outer surface of the aircraft is compromised
in a way that could allow ingress of foreign objects into the airframe, with some damage
to the substructure.
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Table 4.3

Impact severity criteria developed as part of a joint NIAR/MSU
collaboration [10, 12]

Severity

Description

Example

Level 1

• Airframe undamaged.
• Small deformations.

Level 2

• Extensive permanent deformation on
external surfaces.
• Some deformation in internal structure.
• No failure of skin.

Level 3

• Skin fracture.
• Penetration of at least one component
into the airframe.

Level 4

• Penetration of FW-UAS into the
airframe.
• In addition, failure of the primary
structure.

All Level 4 collisions may not necessarily lead to catastrophic accidents. The
primary structure may be able to withstand existing flight loads in the presence of postimpact damage. Since not all the aircraft primary structures are flight critical, certain
category Level 4 collisions may be survived by the aircraft.
4.3

Fixed-Wing UAS and Commercial Transport Jet Airborne Collision Studies
As introduced in section 4.1, the target areas for impact on the commercial

transport jet FE model are the vertical stabilizer, horizontal stabilizer, wing leading edge,
and windshield. For illustration purposes, this section presents the results of explicit
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dynamic impact simulations of the 1.8 kg (4.0 lb) FW-UAS into the commercial transport
jet.
Table 4.4

Commercial Transport Jet

CFW1

CFW2

Level 3

Level 3

CFC3

CFH5
Level 4

Level 1

CFH4
Level 4

CFC2

CFH3
Level 4

Level 2

CFH2
Level 4

CFC1

CFH1
Level 4

Level 2

CFV4
Level 4

CFW4

CFV3
Level 4

Windshield

Level 3

CFV2
Level 3

Level 3 CFW3

CFV1

Wing

Level 3

Horizontal Stabilizer

Case

Vertical Stabilizer

Severity

a

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS - commercial transport jet airborne collision
severity levels as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]. Critical
cases identified in boldface

Table 4.4 and Figure 4.1 summarize the damage severity and distribution of
energies, respectively, from the collaborative NIAR/MSU collision studies on the
commercial transport jet [10]. As shown in Figure 4.1, for each of the impact scenarios
the initial kinetic energy of the FW-UAS prior to impact is transformed into internal
energies of the aircraft and FW-UAS through structural deformations introduced during
impact, a residual FW-UAS kinetic energy as a function of the FW-UAS post-impact
debris mass moving at a post-impact residual velocity, friction energy as a function of the
sliding contact energy between the FW-UAS and the aircraft structure, and eroded energy
from the mass of the eroded FEs of the FW-UAS and aircraft used to increase the
stability of the calculation. In general, the impact severity (cf. Table 4.4) was categorized
based on a combination of the energies (cf. Figure 4.1) and an assessment of the damage
to the internal components of the respective target structure.
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Figure 4.1

4.3.1

Summary of predicted aircraft and FW-UAS internal, residual kinetic,
sliding, and eroded energies for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into the
commercial transport jet primary structures as part of a joint NIAR/MSU
collaboration [10]

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts on the Commercial Transport Jet
Vertical Stabilizer
Four impact simulations between the FW-UAS and the commercial transport jet

vertical stabilizer (at 40, 55, 70, and 85% of the span) were performed as a part of this
collaborative study [10]. Figure 4.2 illustrates the locations being impacted and the
naming convention (CFV1-CFV4) for each case. The FW-UAS was assigned an initial
speed of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the aircraft, with its center of
gravity (CG) aligned at the midpoint between two nose ribs (different from main ribs) of
the vertical stabilizer. Fixed (clamped) boundary conditions were assigned at the root of
the front and rear spars of the vertical stabilizer.
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Figure 4.2

4.3.1.1

Impact locations on commercial transport jet vertical stabilizer for FWUAS impact simulations as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Summary of Results – Commercial Transport Jet Vertical Stabilizer

A summary of the distribution of energies and impact severity level for all four
impact cases (CFV1-CFV4, cf. Figure 4.2) is shown in Figure 4.3. For each case, the left
bar represents a summary of all the different energies involved in the impact event,
measured at t = 15 ms after initial contact and normalized by the total energy at t = 0 ms.
The percentage of the total energy for each respective type of energy is shown. The right
bar specifies the impact severity level (1-4), as described in section 4.2.
Moderate and severe levels of damage (Level 3-4) were observed for each vertical
stabilizer impact location (Figure 4.3) indicating that the impact behavior of the FW-UAS
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for the commercial jet vertical stabilizer was moderately affected by local features in the
structure. The energy distribution for each impact was also very similar.

Figure 4.3

Predicted energy distributions for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
commercial transport jet vertical stabilizer (cases: CFV1-CFV4) as part of
a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

The pitch and spacing of the nose ribs located at the leading edge (different from
the main ribs) of the commercial transport jet vertical stabilizer vary along the span,
leaving the spar more exposed to a direct hit from a FW-UAS if it penetrates the skin. For
inner span locations, the pitch and spacing of the nose ribs are small enough such that the
web of each nose rib interfered with the trajectory of the FW-UAS and therefore protect
the front spar. Moreover, the distance between the leading edge and the front spar is the
greatest closer to the root. This allows a greater deformation of the skin, which is
translated into a greater amount of internal energy being absorbed. This decelerates the
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FW-UAS more than at outboard locations prior to impact with the front spar. A critical
case (CFV4) was identified based on the energy summary and the assessment of the
damage to the internal components of the commercial transport jet vertical stabilizer.
4.3.1.1.1

Critical Case – CFV4

In CFV4 (cf. Figure 4.2), the FW-UAS was impacted against the vertical
stabilizer at approximately 85% of the span with the CG of the FW-UAS aligned with the
leading edge, at the midpoint between nose ribs 24 and 25 with an impact velocity of
128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the aircraft. Isometric views of case
CFV4 are shown in Figure 4.4 at six instants of time. The FW-UAS is shown in Figure
4.4 (A) in front of the leading edge of the vertical stabilizer of the commercial transport
jet immediately prior to the impact (t = 0 ms). As the FW-UAS began to impact the
vertical stabilizer (t = 3 ms), the motor penetrated the leading-edge skin as shown in
Figure 4.4 (B). The wings of the FW-UAS impacted the leading edge (t = 6 ms) and slid
over the skin of the vertical stabilizer (Figure 4.4 (C)). The FW-UAS fuselage (shown in
blue in Figure 4.4) along with the relatively high-density motor, battery, and camera
penetrated (t = 9 ms) through the leading-edge skin of the vertical stabilizer (Figure
4.4 (D)). The composite wing spars (shown in black in Figure 4.4 (E)) impacted but did
not penetrate the leading-edge skin. Figures 4.4 (E) and (F) show the remains of the
crumpled fuselage PCBs, wing spars, and the wings of the FW-UAS at times 12 and
15 ms.
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Figure 4.4

Predicted FW-UAS impact at 128.6 m/s to commercial transport jet vertical
stabilizer (CFV4) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10] at six
times: (A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 3 ms, (C) t = 6 ms, (D) t = 9 ms, (E) t = 12 ms,
and (F) t = 15 ms

Figure 4.5 shows the predicted damage caused to the skin and inner structure at
the impact location (CFV4) of the vertical stabilizer at t = 15 ms. The FW-UAS damaged
the 24th nose rib (circled in red in Figure 4.5 (A)) and the skin (circled in red in Figure
4.5 (B)), creating a 111 x 254 mm2 damage zone (i.e., puncture, large-scale petaling, and
inelastic deformation) on the skin surface and allowing some fragments of FW-UAS
components to penetrate into the airframe. The front spar sustained a damage area of
48 x 60 mm2 (cf. Figure 4.5 (A)) due to the FW-UAS impact involving the penetration of
the skin, and consequently the severity was classified as Level 4 (cf. section 4.2).
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Figure 4.5

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact damage to the (A) internal
components and (B) skin of the commercial transport jet vertical stabilizer
(CFV4) at t = 15 ms as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.6 (A) shows the impulse due to the contact force between the FW-UAS
and vertical stabilizer for case CFV4, as well as the energy balance for both of them. The
energy balance plot (cf. Figure 4.6 (B)) includes the FW-UAS and vertical stabilizer
kinetic and internal energies as well as frictional energy and total energy for the event.
The vertical stabilizer and the FW-UAS absorbed 17% and 14% of the impact energy,
respectively. The energy dissipated by friction reached 19% of the total energy.

Figure 4.6

Predicted (A) impulse and (B) energy for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
commercial transport jet vertical stabilizer (CFV4) as part of a joint
NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
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Figure 4.7

Predicted internal energy per component of (A) FW-UAS and (B) vertical
stabilizer for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into commercial transport jet
vertical stabilizer (CFV4) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.7 shows the internal energies for components of FW-UAS and vertical
stabilizer, for the critical case CFV4. The internal energy plots for the FW-UAS parts
(Figure 4.7 (A)) and the vertical stabilizer (Figure 4.7 (B)) show that the PCBs and
battery of the FW-UAS and the skin of the vertical stabilizer absorb the highest amount
of internal energy during the collision. Similar trends of energy absorption was observed
in the horizontal stabilizer and wing impact cases. The high-density motor and camera of
the FW-UAS act essentially like rigid penetrators and absorbed a tiny fraction of the
impact energy. They are especially damaging if they are located near the initial point of
impact. Elements of frangible UAS designs that account for the relative location of such
high-density components will be addressed in chapter V of this dissertation.
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4.3.2

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts on the Commercial Transport Jet
Horizontal Stabilizer
Five impact simulations between the FW-UAS and the commercial transport jet

horizontal stabilizer (at 15, 40, 60, 80, and 90% of the span) were performed as a part of
this collaborative study [10]. Figure 4.8 illustrates the locations being impacted and the
naming convention (CFH1-CFH5) for each case. The FW-UAS was assigned an initial
speed of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the aircraft, with its CG aligned
at the midpoint between two nose ribs (different from main ribs) of the horizontal
stabilizer. Fixed (clamped) boundary conditions were assigned at the root of the front and
rear spars of the horizontal stabilizer.

Figure 4.8

Impact locations on commercial transport jet horizontal stabilizer for FWUAS impact simulations as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
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4.3.2.1

Summary of Results – Commercial Transport Jet Horizontal Stabilizer
A summary of the distribution of energies and impact severity level for all five

impact cases (CFH1-CFH5, cf. Figure 4.8) is shown in Figure 4.9. For each case, the left
bar represents a summary of all the different energies involved in the impact event,
measured at t = 15 ms after initial contact and normalized by the total energy at t = 0 ms.
The percentage of the total energy for each respective type of energy is shown. The right
bar specifies the impact severity level (1-4), as described in section 4.2.
Consistent severe levels of damage (Level 4) were observed for each horizontal
stabilizer impact location (Figure 4.8) indicating that the impact behavior of the FW-UAS
for the commercial transport jet horizontal stabilizer was generally not affected by local
features in the structure. The energy distribution for each impact was also very similar.

Figure 4.9

Predicted energy distributions for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
commercial transport jet horizontal stabilizer (cases: CFH1-CFH5) as part
of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
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Similar to the vertical stabilizer, the yaw and spacing of the nose ribs located at
the leading edge (different from the main ribs) of the commercial transport jet horizontal
stabilizer vary along the span, leaving the spar more exposed to a direct hit from a FWUAS if it penetrates the skin. For inner span locations, the pitch and spacing of the nose
ribs are small enough such that the web of each nose rib interfered with the trajectory of
the FW-UAS and therefore protect the front spar. Moreover, the distance between the
leading edge and the front spar is greatest closer to the root. This allows a greater
deformation of the skin, which is translated into a greater amount of internal energy being
absorbed. This decelerates the FW-UAS more than at outboard locations prior to impact
with the front spar. Nonetheless, for the given representative impact Level 4 damage
occurred at each impact location. A critical case (CFH3) was identified based on the
energy summary and the assessment of the damage to the internal components of the
commercial transport jet horizontal stabilizer.
4.3.2.1.1

Critical Case – CFH3

In CFH4 (cf. Figure 4.8), the FW-UAS was impacted against the horizontal
stabilizer at approximately 60% of the span with the CG of the FW-UAS aligned with the
leading edge, at the midpoint between nose ribs 18 and 19 with an impact velocity of
128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the aircraft. Isometric views of case
CFH3 are shown in Figure 4.10 at six instants of time. The FW-UAS is shown in Figure
4.10 (A) in front of the leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer of the commercial
transport jet immediately prior to the impact (t = 0 ms). As the FW-UAS began to impact
the horizontal stabilizer (t = 3 ms), the motor penetrated the leading-edge skin as shown
in Figure 4.10 (B). The portside wing of the FW-UAS impacted the horizontal stabilizer
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and was damaged, while the starboard wing slid over the skin with no damage at t = 6 ms
(Figure 4.10 (C)). The FW-UAS fuselage (shown in blue in Figure 4.10) along with the
relatively high-density motor, battery, and camera penetrated (t = 9 ms) through the
leading-edge skin of the horizontal stabilizer (Figure 4.10 (D)). The composite wing spars
(shown in black in Figure 4.10 (E)) did not impact the leading-edge skin. Figures 4.10 (E)
and (F) show the remains of the crumpled fuselage PCBs, wing spars, wings, and
horizontal and vertical stabilizer of the FW-UAS at times 12 and 15 ms.

Figure 4.10

Predicted FW-UAS impact at 128.6 m/s to commercial transport jet
horizontal stabilizer (CFH3) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration
[10] at six times: (A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 3 ms, (C) t = 6 ms, (D) t = 9 ms,
(E) t = 12 ms, and (F) t = 15 ms
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Figure 4.11

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact damage to the (A) internal
components and (B) skin of the commercial transport jet horizontal
stabilizer (CFH3) at t = 15 ms as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration
[10]

Figure 4.11 shows the predicted damage caused to the skin and inner structure at
the impact location (CFH3) of the horizontal stabilizer at t = 15 ms. The FW-UAS
damaged the 19th nose rib (circled in red in Figure 4.11 (A)) and the skin (circled in red in
Figure 4.11 (B)), creating a 218 x 114 mm2 damage zone (i.e., puncture, large-scale
petaling, and inelastic deformation) on the skin surface and allowing some fragments of
FW-UAS components to penetrate into the airframe. The front spar sustained a damage
area of 109 x 80 mm2 (circled in red in Figure 4.11 (A)) due to the FW-UAS impact
involving the penetration of the skin, and consequently, the severity was classified as
Level 4 (cf. section 4.2).
Figure 4.12 (A) shows the impulse due to the contact force between the FW-UAS
and horizontal stabilizer for case CFH3, as well as the energy balance for both of them.
The energy balance plot (cf. Figure 4.12 (B)) includes the FW-UAS and horizontal
stabilizer kinetic and internal energies as well as frictional energy and total energy for the
event. The horizontal stabilizer and the FW-UAS absorbed 13% and 16% of the impact
energy, respectively. The energy dissipated by friction reached 25% of the total energy.
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Figure 4.12

Predicted (A) impulse and (B) energy for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
commercial transport jet horizontal stabilizer (CFH3) as part of a joint
NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.13

Predicted internal energy per component of (A) FW-UAS and (B)
horizontal stabilizer for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into commercial
transport jet horizontal stabilizer (CFH3) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU
collaboration [10]

Figure 4.13 shows the internal energies for components of FW-UAS and
horizontal stabilizer, for the critical case CFH3. The internal energy plots for the FWUAS parts (Figure 4.13 (A)) and the vertical stabilizer (Figure 4.13 (B)) show that the
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PCBs and battery of the FW-UAS and the skin of the horizontal stabilizer absorb the
highest amount of internal energy during the collision.
4.3.3

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts on the Commercial Transport Jet
Wing Leading Edge
Four impact simulations between the FW-UAS and the commercial transport jet

wing leading edge were performed as a part of this collaborative study [10]. Figure 4.14
illustrates the locations being impacted and the naming convention (CFW1-CFW4) for
each case. The impact locations (CFW1-CFW4), i.e., central area of the slat (CFW1),
close to the slat track rib pair (CFW2), and at inboard (CFW3) and outboard (CFW4)
midpoints between the intermediate rib and slat track rib pair allowed better evaluation of
the impact severity at various critical positions of the commercial transport jet wing
leading edge. The FW-UAS was assigned an initial speed of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the
local x-direction of the aircraft with its CG aligned with the leading edge of the wing.
Fixed (clamped) boundary conditions were assigned at both ends (inboard and outboard)
of the commercial transport jet wing front spar. An LS-DYNA symmetry constraint was
applied at the free edge of the skin of the leading edge, representing the connection to the
covers of the wing box.
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Figure 4.14

4.3.3.1

Impact locations on commercial transport jet wing leading edge for FWUAS impact simulations as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Summary of Results – Commercial Transport Jet Wing Leading Edge

A summary of the distribution of energies and impact severity level for all four
impact cases (CFW1-CFW4, cf. Figure 4.14) is shown in Figure 4.15. For each case, the
left bar represents a summary of all the different energies involved in the impact event,
measured at t = 15 ms after initial contact and normalized by the total energy at t = 0 ms.
The percentage of the total energy for each respective type of energy is shown. The right
bar specifies the impact severity level (1-4), as described in section 4.2.
Consistent moderate levels of damage (Level 3) were observed for each wing
leading edge impact location (Figure 4.15) indicating that the impact behavior of the FWUAS for the given target was generally not affected by local features in the structure. The
energy distribution for each impact was also very similar. A critical case (CFW3) was
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identified based on the energy summary and the assessment of the damage to the internal
components of the commercial transport jet wing leading edge.

Figure 4.15

4.3.3.1.1

Predicted energy distributions for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
commercial transport jet wing leading edge (cases: CFW1-CFW4) as part
of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Critical Case – CFW3

In CFW3 (cf. Figure 4.14), the FW-UAS was impacted against the wing leading
edge at the inboard midpoint between the intermediate rib and slat track rib pair with the
CG of the FW-UAS aligned with the leading edge with an impact velocity of 128.6 m/s
(250 knots) in the local x-direction of the aircraft. Isometric views of case CFW3 are
shown in Figure 4.16 at six instants of time. The FW-UAS is shown in Figure 4.10 (A) in
front of the leading edge of the wing leading edge of the commercial transport jet
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immediately prior to the impact (t = 0 ms). As the FW-UAS began to impact the wing
leading edge (t = 3 ms), the motor penetrated the leading-edge skin as shown in Figure
4.16 (B). The wings of the FW-UAS impacted the wing leading edge (t = 6 ms) and slid
over the skin of the commercial transport jet wing leading edge (Figure 4.16 (C)). The
FW-UAS fuselage (shown in blue in Figure 4.16) along with the relatively high-density
motor, battery, and camera penetrated (t = 9 ms) through the wing leading edge skin
(Figure 4.16 (D)). The FW-UAS composite wing spars (shown in blue in Figure 4.16 (E))
did not impact the leading-edge skin instead rebounded along with the FW-UAS wings.
Figures 4.16 (E) and (F) show the remains of the crumpled fuselage PCBs, wing spars,
wings, and horizontal and vertical stabilizer of the FW-UAS at times 12 and 15 ms.
Figure 4.17 shows the predicted damage caused to the skin and inner structure at
the impact location (CFW3) of the wing leading edge at t = 15 ms. The FW-UAS
damaged the sub-spar (circled in red in Figure 4.5 (A)) and created a vertical puncture in
the skin (circled in red in Figure 4.5 (B)), creating a 340 x 128 mm2 damage zone (i.e.,
puncture, large-scale petaling, and inelastic deformation) on the skin surface and
allowing some fragments of FW-UAS components to penetrate into the airframe. The
front spar sustained permanent deformation, and consequently the severity was classified
as Level 3 (cf. section 4.2).
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Figure 4.16

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact to commercial transport jet wing
leading edge (CFW3) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10] at
six times: (A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 3 ms, (C) t = 6 ms, (D) t = 9 ms,
(E) t = 12 ms, and (F) t = 15 ms

Figure 4.17

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact damage to the (A) internal
components and (B) skin of the commercial transport jet wing leading edge
(CFW3) at t = 15 ms as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.18 (A) shows the impulse due to the contact force between the FW-UAS
and wing leading edge for case CFW3, as well as the energy balance for both of them.
The energy balance plot (cf. Figure 4.18 (B)) includes the FW-UAS and wing leading
edge kinetic and internal energies as well as frictional energy and total energy for the
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event. The wing leading edge and the FW-UAS absorbed 18% and 19% of the impact
energy, respectively. The energy dissipated by friction reached 25% of the total energy.

Figure 4.18

Predicted (A) impulse and (B) energy for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
commercial transport jet wing leading edge (CFW3) as part of a joint
NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.19

Predicted internal energy per component of (A) FW-UAS and (B) wing
leading edge for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into commercial transport jet
wing leading edge (CFW3) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
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Figure 4.19 shows the internal energies for components of FW-UAS and wing
leading edge, for the critical case CFW3. The internal energy plots for the FW-UAS parts
(Figure 4.19 (A)) and the wing leading edge (Figure 4.19 (B)) show that the PCBs and
battery of the FW-UAS and the skin of the wing leading edge absorb the highest amount
of internal energy during the collision.
4.3.4

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts on the Commercial Transport Jet
Windshield
Three impact simulations (CFC1-CFC3) between the FW-UAS and the

commercial transport jet windshield were performed as a part of this collaborative study
[10]. Figure 4.20 illustrates the locations, i.e., the center of the transparency (CFC1), top
corner of the transparency closer to the center post (CFC2), and the midpoint of the
center post (CFC3) being impacted and the naming convention for each case. The FWUAS was assigned an initial speed of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the
aircraft. Symmetry boundary conditions were considered for the forward fuselage at the
edge of the skin to connect it to the rest of the aircraft.
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Figure 4.20

4.3.4.1

Impact locations on commercial transport jet windshield for FW-UAS
impact simulations as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Summary of Results – Commercial Transport Jet Windshield

A summary of the distribution of energies and impact severity level for all three
impact cases (CFC1-CFC3, cf. Figure 4.20) is shown in Figure 4.21. For each case, the
left bar represents a summary of all the different energies involved in the impact event,
measured at t = 15 ms after initial contact and normalized by the total energy at t = 0 ms.
The percentage of the total energy for each respective type of energy is shown. The right
bar specifies the impact severity level (1-4), as described in section 4.2.
The thick multilayered windshield with a very high bulk stiffness [10, 12] and the
low angle of impact of the FW-UAS to the transparency (approximately 45°) resulted in a
deflection of the FW-UAS without any considerable damage to the windshield upon
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impact, as shown in Figures 4.22 and 4.23. Thus, FW-UAS impacts to the commercial
transport jet windshield resulted in a much higher residual kinetic energy (cf. Figure 4.1)
compared to the vertical stabilizer, horizontal stabilizer, and wing leading edge cases. A
critical case (CFC1) was identified based on the combination of the residual kinetic
energy of the FW-UAS, internal energy of the aircraft, and internal energy of the FWUAS (cf. Figure 4.21).

Figure 4.21

4.3.4.1.1

Predicted energy distributions for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
commercial transport jet windshield (cases: CFC1-CFC3) as part of a joint
NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Critical Case – CFC1

In CFC1 (cf. Figure 4.20), the FW-UAS was impacted against the center of the
transparency of the commercial transport jet windshield with an impact velocity of
128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the aircraft. Isometric views of case
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CFC1 are shown in Figure 4.22 at six instants of time. The FW-UAS is shown in Figure
4.22 (A) in front of the center of the commercial transport jet windshield transparency
immediately prior to the impact (t = 0 ms). As the FW-UAS began to impact (t = 3 ms),
due to the construction of the windshield and the low impact angle, FW-UAS started
deflecting with its motor sliding against the transparency as shown in Figure 4.22 (B). In
addition, since the expanded polystyrene foam wing (starboard side) of the FW-UAS
impacted the center post (t = 3 ms) the wingtips began to shear off after impacting the
center post of the windshield (Figure 4.22 (B)). Similarly, the port side wing tip of the
FW-UAS began to shear off (t = 6 ms) after impacting the side post of the windshield
(Figure 4.22 (C)). Most of the FW-UAS components remained essentially intact (Figure
4.22 (D)) as they deflected along the windshield transparency (t = 9 ms). In addition, the
FW-UAS fuselage PCBs began to crumple. The PCBs in the aft fuselage of the FW-UAS
holding the tail booms along the horizontal stabilizer of the FW-UAS crumpled (Figure
4.22 (E)) as they impacted the windshield transparency (t = 12 ms). Figure 4.16 (F)
shows the remains of the FW-UAS deflecting away from the windshield at t = 15 ms.
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Figure 4.22

Predicted FW-UAS impact at 128.6 m/s to commercial transport jet
windshield (CFC1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10] at six
times: (A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 3 ms, (C) t = 6 ms, (D) t = 9 ms, (E) t = 12 ms,
and (F) t = 15 ms

Figure 4.23

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact to the commercial transport jet
windshield (CFC1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10] (A)
side view, (B) front view, (C) interior view of the cockpit, and (D) the
damage to the transparency
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The side view and the front view of the critical case (CFC1) at t = 15 ms are
shown in Figure 4.16 (A) and (B), respectively. The interior view of the commercial
transport jet cockpit (Figure 4.16 (C)) shows no evidence of penetration of the FW-UAS
through the transparency. The windshield did not sustain any failure or major damage but
experienced some permanent deformation in the outer layer of the transparency as shown
in Figure 4.23 (D). Due to the small deformations experienced in the transparency and the
lack of major damage or penetration, the severity of this case was categorized as Level 2.
Figure 4.24 (A) shows the impulse due to the contact force between the FW-UAS
and commercial transport jet windshield for case CFC1, as well as the energy balance for
both of them. The energy balance plot (cf. Figure 4.24 (B)) includes the FW-UAS and
windshield kinetic and internal energies as well as frictional energy and total energy for
the event. The windshield and the FW-UAS absorbed 16% and 20% of the impact
energy, respectively. The energy dissipated by friction reached 24% of the total energy.

Figure 4.24

Predicted (A) impulse and (B) energy for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
commercial transport jet windshield (CFC1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU
collaboration [10]
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Figure 4.25

Predicted internal energy per component of (A) FW-UAS and (B)
windshield for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into commercial transport jet
windshield (CFC1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.25 shows the internal energies for components of FW-UAS and vertical
stabilizer, for the critical case CFC1. The internal energy plots for the FW-UAS parts
(Figure 4.25 (A)) and the windshield (Figure 4.25 (B)) show that the FW-UAS PCBs and
windshield transparency absorbed the highest amount of internal energy during the
collision. In contrast to the vertical and horizontal stabilizer and wing leading edge
impacts the FW-UAS PCBs absorbed the highest fraction of the impact energy. This is
consistent with the observation in Figure 4.22 as the FW-UAS did not penetrate resulting
in the motor, battery, and camera being mostly intact after impact.
4.4

Fixed-Wing UAS and Business Jet Airborne Collision Studies
As introduced in section 4.1, the target areas for impact scenarios on the business

jet are vertical stabilizer, horizontal stabilizer, wing leading edge, and windshield. For
illustration purposes this section presents the results of explicit dynamic FE simulations
of impacts of the 1.8 kg (4.0 lb) FW-UAS into the business jet.
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Table 4.5

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS - business jet airborne collision severity
levels as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]. Critical cases
identified in boldface
Business Jet

BFV2

BFV3

BFH1

BFH2

BFH3

BFW1

BFW2

BFW3

BFC1

BFC2

BFC3

Level 4

Level 4

Level 4

Level 4

Level 2

Level 3

Level 3

Level 4

Level 1

Level 4

Windshield

Level 4

Wing

BFV1

Horizontal Stabilizer

Level 4

Severity

Case

Vertical Stabilizer

Table 4.5 and Figure 4.26 summarize the damage severity and distribution of
energies, respectively, from the collaborative NIAR/MSU collision studies on the
commercial transport jet [10]. As shown in Figure 4.26, for each of the impact scenarios
the initial kinetic energy of the FW-UAS prior to impact is transformed into internal
energies of the aircraft and FW-UAS through structural deformations introduced during
impact, a residual FW-UAS kinetic energy as a function of the FW-UAS post-impact
debris mass moving at a post-impact residual velocity, friction energy as a function of the
sliding contact energy between the FW-UAS and the aircraft structure, and eroded energy
from the mass of the eroded FEs of the FW-UAS and aircraft used to increase the
stability of the calculation. In general, the impact severity (cf. Table 4.5) was categorized
based on a combination of the energies (cf. Figure 4.26) and an assessment of the damage
to the internal components of the respective target structure.
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Figure 4.26

4.4.1

Summary of predicted aircraft and FW-UAS internal, residual kinetic,
sliding, and eroded energies for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into the
business jet primary structures as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration
[10]

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts on the Business Jet Vertical Stabilizer
Three impact simulations between the FW-UAS and the business jet vertical

stabilizer were performed as a part of this collaborative study [10]. Figure 4.27 illustrates
the locations being impacted and the naming convention (BFV1-BFV3) for each case.
The impact locations are between ribs 3-4 for BFV1, 4-5 for BFV2, and 7-8 for BFV3.
The FW-UAS was assigned an initial speed of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local xdirection of the aircraft, with its CG aligned at the midpoint between two ribs of the
vertical stabilizer. Fixed (clamped) boundary conditions were assigned at the root of all
five spars of the vertical stabilizer.
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Figure 4.27

4.4.1.1

Impact locations on business jet vertical stabilizer for FW-UAS impact
simulations as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Summary of Results – Business Jet Vertical Stabilizer

A summary of the distribution of energies and impact severity level for all three
impact cases (BFV1-BFV3, cf. Figure 4.27) is shown in Figure 4.28. For each case, the
left bar represents a summary of all the different energies involved in the impact event,
measured at t = 15 ms after initial contact and normalized by the total energy at t = 0 ms.
The percentage of the total energy for each respective type of energy is shown. The right
bar specifies the impact severity level (1-4), as described in section 4.2.
Consistent severe levels of damage (Level 4) were observed for each vertical
stabilizer impact location (Figure 4.28) indicating that the impact behavior of the FWUAS for the commercial jet vertical stabilizer was not affected by local features in the
structure. The energy distribution for each impact was also very similar. The majority of
the FW-UAS kinetic energy for these impact simulations was transferred to the internal
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energy of the vertical stabilizer (cf. Figure 4.28). A critical case (BFV1) was identified
based on the energy summary and the assessment of the damage to the internal
components of the business jet vertical stabilizer.

Figure 4.28

4.4.1.1.1

Predicted energy distributions for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
business jet vertical stabilizer (cases: BFV1-BFV3) as part of a joint
NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Critical Case – BFV1

In BFV1 (cf. Figure 4.27), the FW-UAS was impacted with its CG aligned with
the vertical stabilizer leading edge, at the midpoint between nose ribs 3 and 4 with an
impact velocity of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the aircraft. Isometric
views of case BFV1 are shown in Figure 4.29 at six instants of time. The FW-UAS is
shown in Figure 4.29 (A) in front of the leading edge of the vertical stabilizer of the
business jet immediately prior to the impact (t = 0 ms). As the FW-UAS began to impact
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the vertical stabilizer (t = 3 ms), the motor penetrated the leading-edge skin as shown in
Figure 4.29 (B). The wings of the FW-UAS impacted the leading edge (t = 6 ms) and slid
over the skin of the vertical stabilizer (Figure 4.29 (C)). The FW-UAS fuselage (shown in
blue in Figure 4.29) along with the relatively high-density motor, battery, and camera
penetrated (t = 9 ms) through the leading-edge skin of the vertical stabilizer (Figure
4.29 (D)). The composite wing spars (shown in black in Figure 4.29 (E)) penetrated
through the leading-edge skin. Figures 4.29 (E) and (F) show the remains of the crumpled
fuselage PCBs, wings, and tail booms of the FW-UAS at times 12 and 15 ms.

Figure 4.29

Predicted FW-UAS impact at 128.6 m/s to business jet vertical stabilizer
(BFV1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10] at six times:
(A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 3 ms, (C) t = 6 ms, (D) t = 9 ms, (E) t = 12 ms, and
(F) t = 15 ms
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Figure 4.30

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact to the business jet vertical stabilizer
(BFV1) at t = 15 ms as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
(A) side view, (B) front view, (C) interior view of the cockpit, and (D) the
damage to the transparency

Figure 4.30 shows the predicted damage caused to the skin and inner structure at
the impact location (BFC1) of the vertical stabilizer at t = 15 ms. Figures 4.30 (A) and
(B) show the side and front view of the FW-UAS remains at t = 15 ms. The FW-UAS
damaged rib 4 (circled in red in Figure 4.30 (A)) and the skin (circled in red in Figure
4.30 (B)), creating a 258 x 358 mm2 damage zone (i.e., puncture, large-scale petaling,
and inelastic deformation) on the skin surface and allowing fragments of FW-UAS
components to penetrate into the airframe. After impacting the leading edge skin and rib
4 of the vertical stabilizer, the residual kinetic velocity was considerably reduced such
that the vertical stabilizer front spar sustained a permanent deformation (no ruptures or
punctures). As BFV1 involved the skin penetration and permanent deformation of the
front spar the severity was classified as Level 4 (cf. section 4.2).
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Figure 4.31

Predicted (A) impulse and (B) energy for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
business jet vertical stabilizer (BFV1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU
collaboration [10]

Figure 4.32

Predicted internal energy per component of (A) FW-UAS and (B) vertical
stabilizer for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into business jet vertical
stabilizer (BFV1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.31 (A) shows the impulse due to the contact force between the FW-UAS
and vertical stabilizer for case BFV1, as well as the energy balance for both of them. The
energy balance plot (cf. Figure 4.31 (B)) includes the FW-UAS and vertical stabilizer
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kinetic and internal energies as well as frictional energy and total energy for the event.
The vertical stabilizer and the FW-UAS absorbed 30% and 12% of the impact energy,
respectively. The energy dissipated by friction reached 17% of the total energy.
Figure 4.7 shows the internal energies for components of the FW-UAS and
vertical stabilizer, for the critical case BFV1. The internal energy plots for the FW-UAS
parts (Figure 4.32 (A)) and the vertical stabilizer (Figure 4.32 (B)) show that the FWUAS PCBs and skin of the vertical stabilizer absorb the highest amount of internal energy
during the collision.
4.4.2

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts on the Business Jet Horizontal
Stabilizer
Three impact simulations between the FW-UAS and the business jet horizontal

stabilizer were performed as a part of this collaborative study [10]. Figure 4.33 illustrates
the locations being impacted and the naming convention (BFH1-BFH3) for each case.
The impact locations are between ribs 1-2 for BFH1, 3-4 for BFH2, and 5-6 for BFV3.
The FW-UAS was assigned an initial speed of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local xdirection of the aircraft, with its CG aligned at the midpoint between two ribs of the
horizontal stabilizer. Fixed (clamped) boundary conditions were assigned at the roots of
the front and rear spars, forward actuator, and aft pivot lug of the horizontal stabilizer.
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Figure 4.33

4.4.2.1

Impact locations on business jet horizontal stabilizer for FW-UAS impact
simulations as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Summary of Results – Business Jet Horizontal Stabilizer

A summary of the distribution of energies and impact severity level for all three
impact cases (BFH1-BFH3, cf. Figure 4.33) is shown in Figure 4.34. For each case, the
left bar represents a summary of all the different energies involved in the impact event,
measured at t = 15 ms after initial contact and normalized by the total energy at t = 0 ms.
The percentage of the total energy for each respective type of energy is shown. The right
bar specifies the impact severity level (1-4), as described in section 4.2.
Consistent severe levels of damage (Level 4) were observed for each horizontal
stabilizer impact location (Figure 4.34) indicating that the impact behavior of the FWUAS for the business jet horizontal stabilizer was generally not affected by local features
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in the structure. The energy distribution for each impact was also very similar. A critical
case (BFH1) was identified based on the energy summary and the assessment of the
damage to the internal components of the commercial transport jet horizontal stabilizer.

Figure 4.34

4.4.2.1.1

Predicted energy distributions for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
business jet horizontal stabilizer (cases: BFH1-BFH3) as part of a joint
NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Critical Case – BFH1

In CFH4 (cf. Figure 4.8), the FW-UAS was impacted against the horizontal
stabilizer with the CG of the FW-UAS aligned with the leading edge, at the midpoint
between nose ribs 1 and 2 with an impact velocity of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local xdirection of the aircraft. Isometric views of case BFH1 are shown in Figure 4.35 at six
instants of time. The FW-UAS is shown in Figure 4.10 (A) in front of the leading edge of
the horizontal stabilizer of the commercial transport jet immediately prior to the impact
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(t = 0 ms). As the FW-UAS began to impact the horizontal stabilizer (t = 3 ms), the
motor penetrated the leading-edge skin as shown in Figure 4.35 (B). The portside wing of
the FW-UAS impacted the horizontal stabilizer and was damaged, while the starboard
wing slid over the skin with no damage at t = 6 ms (Figure 4.35 (C)). The FW-UAS
fuselage (shown in blue in Figure 4.35) along with the relatively high-density motor,
battery, and camera penetrated (t = 9 ms) through the leading-edge skin of the horizontal
stabilizer (Figure 4.35 (D)). The composite wing spars (shown in black in Figure
4.35 (D)) did not impact the leading-edge skin. Figures 4.35 (E) and (F) show the remains
of the crumpled fuselage PCBs, tail booms, and vertical and horizontal stabilizers of the
FW-UAS at times 12 and 15 ms.

Figure 4.35

Predicted FW-UAS impact at 128.6 m/s to business jet horizontal stabilizer
(BFH1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10] at six times:
(A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 3 ms, (C) t = 6 ms, (D) t = 9 ms, (E) t = 12 ms, and
(F) t = 15 ms
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Figure 4.36

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact damage to the (A) internal
components and (B) skin of the business jet horizontal stabilizer (BFH1) at
t = 15 ms as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.36 shows the predicted damage caused to the skin and inner structure at
the impact location (BFH1) of the horizontal stabilizer at t = 15 ms. The FW-UAS
damaged the ribs 1 and 2 (circled in red in Figure 4.36 (A)) and the skin (circled in red in
Figure 4.36 (B)), creating a 168 x 197 mm2 damage zone (i.e., puncture, large-scale
petaling, and inelastic deformation) on the skin surface and allowing some fragments of
FW-UAS components to penetrate into the airframe. The front spar sustained a damage
(circled in red in Figure 4.36 (A)) due to the FW-UAS impact involving the penetration
of the skin, and consequently, the severity was classified as Level 4 (cf. section 4.2).
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Figure 4.37

Predicted (A) impulse and (B) energy for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
business jet horizontal stabilizer (BFH1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU
collaboration [10]

Figure 4.38

Predicted internal energy per component of (A) FW-UAS and (B)
horizontal stabilizer for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into business jet
horizontal stabilizer (BFH1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration
[10]

Figure 4.37 (A) shows the impulse due to the contact force between the FW-UAS
and horizontal stabilizer for case BFH1, as well as the energy balance for both of them.
The energy balance plot (cf. Figure 4.37 (B)) includes the FW-UAS and horizontal
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stabilizer kinetic and internal energies as well as frictional energy and total energy for the
event. The horizontal stabilizer and the FW-UAS absorbed 15% and 16% of the impact
energy, respectively. The energy dissipated by friction reached 19% of the total energy.
Figure 4.13 shows the internal energies for components of the FW-UAS and
horizontal stabilizer, for the critical case BFH1. The internal energy plots for the FWUAS parts (Figure 4.38 (A)) and vertical stabilizer (Figure 4.38 (B)) show that the FWUAS PCBs and skin of the horizontal stabilizer absorb the highest amount of internal
energy during the collision.
4.4.3

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts on the Business Jet Wing
Three impact simulations between the FW-UAS and the business jet wing were

performed as a part of this collaborative study [10]. Figure 4.39 illustrates the locations
being impacted and the naming convention (BFW1-BFW3) for each case. The FW-UAS
was assigned an initial speed of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the
aircraft with its CG aligned with the leading edge of the wing. Nodal displacements and
rotations were constrained to business jet wing-fuselage attachment fittings at the
centerline of the fuselage.
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Figure 4.39

4.4.3.1

Impact locations on the business jet wing leading edge for FW-UAS impact
simulations as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Summary of Results – Business Jet Wing

A summary of the distribution of energies and impact severity level for all three
impact cases (BFW1-BFW3, cf. Figure 4.39) is shown in Figure 4.40. For each case, the
left bar represents a summary of all the different energies involved in the impact event,
measured at t = 15 ms after initial contact and normalized by the total energy at t = 0 ms.
The percentage of the total energy for each respective type of energy is shown. The right
bar specifies the impact severity level (1-4), as described in section 4.2.
As shown in Figure 4.40, there is a trend indicative of an increase in the internal
energy absorbed by the aircraft structure when closer to the root of the wing. The inverse
effect is observed for the residual kinetic energy. Both phenomena may be explained with
the cross-sectional height of the airfoil at the impacted location. The cross-section of the
wing closer to the root was thicker than at the tip and had a greater nose radius.
Consequently, the area of airframe that had a more perpendicular contact with the
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impacting projectile was greater, allowing a greater transfer of energy and therefore an
increase in internal energy. Locations that offered less projected frontal area and had
decreased nose radii tended to deflect the impact. This trend also explains the greater
residual kinetic energy for outboard regions of the wing. For these, a greater portion of
the FW-UAS was deflected upwards and/or downwards. A critical case (BFW2) was
identified based on the energy summary and the assessment of the damage to the internal
components of the business jet wing.

Figure 4.40

4.4.3.1.1

Predicted energy distributions for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
business jet wing leading edge (cases: BFW1-BFW3) as part of a joint
NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Critical Case – BFW2

In BFW2 (cf. Figure 4.39), the FW-UAS was impacted against the wing leading
edge between ribs 2 and 3 with CG of the FW-UAS aligned with the leading edge with an
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impact velocity of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the aircraft. Isometric
views of case BFW2 are shown in Figure 4.41 at six instants of time. The FW-UAS is
shown in Figure 4.41 (A) in front of the leading edge of the wing leading edge of the
commercial transport jet immediately prior to the impact (t = 0 ms). As the FW-UAS
began to impact the wing leading edge (t = 3 ms), the motor penetrated the leading-edge
skin as shown in Figure 4.41 (B). The wings of the FW-UAS impacted the wing leading
edge (t = 6 ms) and slid over the skin of the commercial transport jet wing leading edge
(Figure 4.41 (C)). The FW-UAS fuselage (shown in blue in Figure 4.41) along with the
relatively high-density motor, battery, and camera penetrated (t = 9 ms) through the wing
leading edge skin (Figure 4.41 (D)). The FW-UAS composite wing spars (shown in blue
in Figure 4.41 (E)) impacted the leading-edge skin and rebounded along with the FWUAS wings. Figures 4.41 (E) and (F) show the remains of the crumpled fuselage PCBs,
wings, and horizontal and vertical stabilizer of the FW-UAS at times 12 and 15 ms.
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Figure 4.41

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact to business jet wing leading edge
(BFW2) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10] at six times:
(A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 3 ms, (C) t = 6 ms, (D) t = 9 ms, (E) t = 12 ms, and
(F) t = 15 ms

Figure 4.42

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact damage to the (A) internal
components and (B) skin of the business jet wing leading edge (BFW2) at
t = 15 ms as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.42 shows the predicted damage caused to the skin and inner structure at
the impact location (BFW2) of the vertical stabilizer at t = 15 ms. Figures 4.42 (A) and
(B) show the side and front view of the FW-UAS remains at t = 15 ms. The FW-UAS
were detached but mostly undamaged after impact (cf. Figure 4.42 (B)) The FW-UAS
damaged the wing anti-icing tube (Figure 4.42 (C)) and the leading edge skin the,
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creating a 154 x 109 mm2 damage zone on the skin surface (Figure 4.42 (D)). This impact
considerably reduced the velocity of the FW-UAS components; the spar was not
impacted and sustained no damage. The damage introduced by the FW-UAS involved
penetration of the skin but no damage to the primary structure, and consequently the
severity was classified as Level 3 (cf. section 4.2).

Figure 4.43

Predicted (A) impulse and (B) energy for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
business jet wing leading edge (BFW2) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU
collaboration [10]
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Figure 4.44

Predicted internal energy per component of (A) FW-UAS and (B) wing
leading edge for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into business jet wing
leading edge (BFW2) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.43 (A) shows the impulse due to the contact force between the FW-UAS
and wing leading edge for case BFW2, as well as the energy balance for both of them.
The energy balance plot (cf. Figure 4.43 (B)) includes the FW-UAS and wing leading
edge kinetic and internal energies as well as frictional energy and total energy for the
event. The wing leading edge and the FW-UAS absorbed 17% and 18% of the impact
energy, respectively. The energy dissipated by friction reached 21% of the total energy.
Figure 4.44 shows the internal energies for components of the FW-UAS and wing
leading edge, for the critical case BFW2. The internal energy plots for the FW-UAS parts
(Figure 4.44 (A)) and the wing leading edge (Figure 4.44 (B)) show that the FW-UAS
battery and skin of the wing leading edge absorb the highest amount of internal energy
during the collision.
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4.4.4

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS Impacts on the Business Jet Windshield
Three impact simulations (BFC1-BFC3) between the FW-UAS and the

commercial transport jet windshield were performed as a part of this collaborative study
[10]. Figure 4.45 illustrates the locations, i.e., the windshield transparency at one-third
distance of its width outboard from the center post (BFC1), midpoint of the center post
(CFC3), and top corner of the transparency closer to the center post (BFC3), being
impacted and the naming convention for each case. The FW-UAS was assigned an initial
speed of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the aircraft. Nodal axial
constraints were assigned around the perimeter of the fuselage at the aft-most boundary
of the business jet cockpit.
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Figure 4.45

4.4.4.1

Impact locations on the business jet windshield for FW-UAS impact
simulations as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]
Summary of Results – Business Jet Cockpit Windshield

A summary of the distribution of energies and impact severity level for all three
impact cases (BFC1-BFC3, cf. Figure 4.45) is shown in Figure 4.46. For each case, the
left bar represents a summary of all the different energies involved in the impact event,
measured at t = 15 ms after initial contact and normalized by the total energy at t = 0 ms.
The percentage of the total energy for each respective type of energy is shown. The right
bar specifies the impact severity level (1-4), as described in section 4.2.
Cases BFC1 and BFC3 experienced similar types of critical damage (Level 3)
(Figure 4.46). Both cases (BFC1 and BFC3) involved a direct impact to the windshield
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transparency by the FW-UAS while BFC2 had an impact to the metallic center post of
the windshield retaining structure. The FW-UAS was deflected without any considerable
damage in all three cases due to the low angle impact to the transparency (approximately
45°), for without any considerable damage.

Figure 4.46

4.4.4.1.1

Predicted energy distributions for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
business jet windshield (cases: BFC1-BFC3) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU
collaboration [10]
Critical Case - BFC1

In BFC1 (cf. Figure 4.45), the FW-UAS was impacted against the windshield
transparency of the business jet at one-third of the transparency width outboard from the
center post with an impact velocity of 128.6 m/s (250 knots) in the local x-direction of the
aircraft. Impact location 1 was chosen based on two conditions: (1) the collision was as
perpendicular as possible to the surface and (2) the influence of the center post was
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relatively minimum. Isometric views of case BFC1 are shown in Figure 4.47 at six
instants of time. The FW-UAS is shown in Figure 4.47 (A) in front of the center of the
commercial transport jet windshield transparency immediately prior to the impact
(t = 0 ms). As the FW-UAS began to impact (t = 3 ms), due to the construction of the
windshield and the low impact angle, FW-UAS started deflecting with its motor sliding
against the transparency as shown in Figure 4.47 (B). In addition, since the expanded
polystyrene foam wing (starboard side) of the FW-UAS impacted the center post
(t = 3 ms) the wingtips began to shear off after impacting the center post of the
windshield (Figure 4.47 (B)). The FW-UAS wings shear off (t = 6 ms) after the FW-UAS
fuselage impacted the windshield (Figure 4.47 (C)). Most of the FW-UAS components
remained essentially intact (Figure 4.47 (D)) as they deflected along the windshield
transparency (t = 9 ms). In addition, the FW-UAS fuselage PCBs began to crumple. The
PCBs in the aft fuselage of the FW-UAS holding the tail booms along the horizontal
stabilizer of the FW-UAS crumpled (Figure 4.47 (E)) as they impacted the windshield
transparency (t = 12 ms). Figure 4.47 (F) show the remains of the FW-UAS deflecting
away from the windshield at t = 15 ms.
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Figure 4.47

Predicted FW-UAS impact at 128.6 m/s to business jet windshield (BFC1)
as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10] at six times: (A) t = 0 ms,
(B) t = 3 ms, (C) t = 6 ms, (D) t = 9 ms, (E) t = 12 ms, and (F) t = 15 ms

Figure 4.48

Predicted 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact to the business jet windshield
(BFC1) at t = 15 ms as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10] (A)
side view, (B) front view, (C) interior view of the cockpit, and (D) the
damage to the transparency
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The side and front views of the FW-UAS remains in critical case (BFC1) at t =
15 ms are shown in Figure 4.48 (A) and (B), respectively. The interior view of the
business jet cockpit (Figure 4.48 (C)) shows no evidence of penetration of the FW-UAS
through the transparency. The outermost layer of the windshield transparency sustained a
66 x 207 mm2 damage Figure 4.48 (D). The middle and innermost layers of the
transparency did not sustain any major damage but experienced some permanent
deformation (cf. Figure 4.48 (C)). Due to the significant damage experienced by the outer
most layer and the permanent deformation of the inner layers of the transparency, the
severity of this case was categorized as Level 4.

Figure 4.49

Predicted (A) impulse and (B) energy for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into
business jet windshield (BFC1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration
[10]
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Figure 4.50

Predicted internal energy per component of (A) FW-UAS and (B)
windshield for a 128.6 m/s FW-UAS impact into business jet windshield
(BFC1) as part of a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.49 (A) shows the impulse due to the contact force between the FW-UAS
and commercial transport jet windshield for case BFC1, as well as the energy balance for
both of them. The energy balance plot (cf. Figure 4.49 (B)) includes the FW-UAS and
windshield kinetic and internal energies as well as frictional energy and total energy for
the event. The windshield and the FW-UAS absorbed 4% and 16% of the impact energy,
respectively. The energy dissipated by friction reached 21% of the total energy.
Figure 4.50 shows the internal energies for components of the FW-UAS and
vertical stabilizer, for the critical case BFC1. The internal energy plots for the FW-UAS
parts (Figure 4.50 (A)) and the windshield (Figure 4.50 (B)) show that the FW-UAS
PCBs and transparency of the windshield absorbed the highest amount of internal energy
during the collision. In contrast to the vertical and horizontal stabilizer and wing leading
edge impacts the FW-UAS PCBs absorbed the highest fraction of the impact energy. The
high-density motor, battery, and camera of the FW-UAS absorbed a tiny fraction of the
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impact energy. As mentioned earlier, they are especially damaging if they are located
near the initial point of impact.
4.5

Summary and Conclusions
A total of 28 airborne collision impact simulations between a 1.8 kg (4.0 lb) FW-

UAS (cf. chapters I-III) and vertical stabilizer, horizontal stabilizer, wing, and windshield
of the commercial transport and business jets at 128.6 m/s (250 knots) were performed in
collaboration with the NIAR [10]. The results of the select critical cases for each target
component were presented in this chapter. For each simulated impact, a damage severity
index value based on the impact severity criteria (cf. section 4.2) was assigned that
characterizes the relative threat to a given aircraft. Figures 4.51 and 4.52 show the maps
of the impact severity levels of most critical impact cases for each representative
commercial transport and business jet primary structure. From vertical and horizontal
stabilizer and wing leading edge impact simulations (128.6 m/s), it was observed that
motor acted as a sharp penetrator and was still intact even after penetration, and the size
of the hole in the “target” structure increased as the remainder of the FW-UAS impacted
the aircraft leading edge skin. As a result, the relatively high-density components (motor,
battery, and camera) were mostly intact increasing the risk of significant damage to any
underlying structure (e.g., ribs, spars). Since these components absorbed a tiny fraction of
the impact energy during a collision, they are especially damaging if they are located near
the initial point of impact. Elements of frangible UAS designs that account for the
relative location of high-density UAS components will be addressed in the chapter V of
this dissertation.
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The vertical and horizontal stabilizers of both the commercial transport and
business jets are vulnerable to a 1.8 kg (4.0 lb) FW-UAS impact at the baseline relative
velocity 128.6 m/s (250 knots) compared to the wing and windshield. However, the
commercial transport jet was more susceptible to receive critical damage than the
business jet. The difference in the spacing between ribs and the distance between the
leading edge skin and the front spar in both the aircraft increased the probability of a
severe collision. Moreover, the windshields of both aircraft sustained relatively less
damage due to low impact angle (~45o to the windshield) which resulted in the deflection
of the FW-UAS.
According to the simulations presented in this chapter, an 128.6 m/s (250 knots)
airborne collision between a 1.8 kg (4.0 lb) FW-UAS and a commercial transport jet
resulted in an impact severity of medium-high (Level 3-4) in the horizontal and vertical
stabilizer, medium (Level 3) in the leading edge of the wing and medium-low (Level 2)
in the windshield. Similarly, an airborne collision between a FW-UAS and a business jet
and a 1.8 kg (4.0 lb) may result in a damage severity level of high (Level 4) in the
horizontal and vertical stabilizer, medium (Level 2-3) in the leading edge of the wing. A
high impact severity (Level 4) occurred for impacts to the windshield. Most of the
damage to both aircraft was because of the high-density components (motor, battery, and
camera) of the FW-UAS. This is consistent with observations from component level
physical testing and simulations (cf. chapter III).
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Figure 4.51
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Maps of airborne collision impact severity levels upon 128.6 m/s (250 knots) impact of FW-UAS on the commercial
transport jet from a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

Figure 4.52
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Maps of airborne collision impact severity levels upon 128.6 m/s (250 knots) impact of FW-UAS on the business jet
from a joint NIAR/MSU collaboration [10]

CHAPTER V
FIXED-WING UAS FRANGIBILITY STUDY
5.1

Introduction
The FW-UAS described in chapter II is a single motor “tractor” configuration

UAS. In general, in a tractor configuration the motor of the UAS is attached at the
forward end of the fuselage, i.e., to the firewall in the FW-UAS as shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1

FW-UAS with motor attached to the firewall at the forward end of the
fuselage – “tractor” configuration

As discussed in section 1.1, the motor (135 g), battery (335 g), and payload
(394 g) subassemblies represent approximately one third of the overall mass (2,015 g) of
the FW-UAS. These relatively high-density components are arranged roughly in-line and
in close proximity with one another in the FW-UAS forward fuselage as shown in the
schematic in Figure 5.2. This arrangement had a profound effect on the severity of
airborne collisions. Such effects were discussed in detail in section 3.4.1 FW-UAS
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impacts to the NIAR test frame. During an impact event, the motor essentially acted as a
sharp penetrator and was mostly intact after penetrating the target panel of the NIAR test
frame. The size of the hole created in the target panel after initial motor penetration
increased as the remainder of the FW-UAS impacted the NIAR test frame; the battery
and camera being mostly intact after passing through the target panel. Similar effects
were observed in simulated impacts of the FW-UAS with the commercial transport and
business jet aircraft [10]. The motor of FW-UAS penetrated the skin of the vertical
stabilizer, horizontal stabilizer, and wing leading edge of the aircraft; this exacerbated the
ensuing damage due to the battery and camera. As a consequence, all three high-density
components (motor, battery, and camera) impacted the internal components (i.e., ribs,
front spar, etc.) of the primary structures resulting in a severe damage. As the final part of
this dissertation, FW-UAS frangibility study was performed to assess key UAS design
features that result in reduced damage to the target primary structures.

Figure 5.2

Schematic of the FW-UAS showing the relative positions of motor, battery,
and camera subassemblies

A modified FW-UAS FE model was developed that included a “pusher” engine
(i.e., motor in the aft of the forward fuselage) configuration to reduce the impact severity
during airborne collisions. A crushable foam nosecone was attached to the firewall of the
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FW-UAS FE model. Impact simulations were performed with the pusher configuration of
FW-UAS impacting the NIAR test frame (cf. section 3.3). Key details of the “pusher”
FW-UAS and the associated impact simulations are discussed in the following sections.
5.2

Pusher Configuration of the Fixed-Wing UAS
The motor of the tractor FW-UAS was relocated from the forward end to aft of

the wings. The motor was aft facing attached to an ABS motor mount (designed as part
this modification; cf. Figure 5.3) located underneath the wings in between the two
fuselage sideboards (cf. Figure 5.4). The FE model of ABS motor mount was comprised
of solid FEs. ABS material was simulated using separate LS-DYNA piecewise linear
plasticity material models (MAT_024). Strain-rate dependent material properties were
obtained for ABS from [33].

Figure 5.3

ABS motor mount designed for the FW-UAS pusher configuration
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Figure 5.4 shows the arrangement of the motor in the FW-UAS pusher
configuration. The ABS motor mount were sized such that the fuselage side boards do
not interfere with the propeller motion (cf. Figure 5.4 (A)). Also, the geometry of the tail
booms (Figure 5.4 (B)) connecting the forward fuselage to the horizontal stabilizer was
modified to avoid the inference with the propeller in the pusher configuration. The motor
mount was attached underneath the wings as shown in Figure 5.5 with two beam FEs
modeled in the same fashion as other interconnection of the tractor FW-UAS (cf. section
2.2.3).
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Figure 5.4

FW-UAS pusher configuration (A) side view and (B) bottom view (full
wingspan not shown)
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Figure 5.5

5.3

Forward fuselage of the FW-UAS pusher configuration with the motor
mount attached underneath the wings

Pusher Configuration of the Fixed-Wing UAS Nose Cone FE Models
A lightweight crushable expanded polypropylene (EPP) foam nosecone

(“bumper”) was attached to the forward fuselage firewall of the pusher FW-UAS to
minimize damage to a given target (cf. Figure 5.6). Three different bumper
configurations, i.e., conical, cylindrical, and semispherical as shown in Figure 5.7 were
studied as part of this research. Each bumper was modeled with the radius, R = 29 mm.
The length, L, of the bumper was considered the same as the tractor FW-UAS motor (cf.
Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.6

FE model of the pusher FW-UAS with nosecone
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Figure 5.7

FE models of (A) conical, (B) cylindrical, and (C) semispherical EPP
bumpers attached to the firewall of the pusher FW-UAS

Figure 5.8

FE models of the nosecone of the pusher and the motor of the tractor FW
UAS

Each bumper was modeled with solid FEs. The ABS motor mount and bumpers
were discretized in accordance with the mesh quality criteria consistent with other
components of FW-UAS (cf. Table 2.3). The crushable foam model (MAT63) was used to
simulate the EPP with an assumed 1 MPa tensile cutoff stress [21]. The
MAT_ADD_EROSION card [21] was enabled, and the maximum principal and
volumetric strains at failure were set to 7% and 100%, respectively. The material
properties for EPP were acquired from [41]. All of the given FW-UAS modifications
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were inspired by other fixed-wing UASs with a pusher configuration [42]. An
aerodynamic assessment of the proposed pusher FW-UASs was not performed as part of
this study.
5.4

Simulated Fixed-Wing UAS (Pusher Configuration) Impacts to the NIAR
Test Frame
Three 128.6 m/s (250 knots) impact simulations between the pusher FW-UAS

models with different bumpers (cf. section 5.3) and the NIAR test frame (cf. section 3.3)
were performed. As mentioned earlier, the 1.59 mm (0.0625 in) thick Aluminum 2024-T3
flat target panel is representative of typical aircraft skins.
A detailed analysis of the predicted collision between the pusher FW-UAS with a
semispherical nose cone and target was performed. The total, kinetic, internal, hourglass,
and interface energies from the simulation are shown in Figure 5.9. The total energy
remained relatively constant throughout the simulation. The total kinetic energy of the
system decreased as the projectile impacted the target. Analogously, the internal energy
of the system increased with time as the pusher FW-UAS projectile deformed. The
hourglass energy remained a negligible fraction of the peak internal energy throughout
the entire simulation; this suggests spurious zero-energy modes associated with reducedintegration FEs were minimized. The interface energy remained positive during the
simulation indicating no serious node/FE interpenetrations. The results suggest that the
pusher FW-UAS with semispherical nose cone/NIAR test frame model is relatively
robust and numerically stable. Similar stability assessments were performed for the
impact cases of the pusher FW-UASs with conical and cylindrical nose cones. All three
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impact cases were compared with the tractor FW-UAS impact to the NIAR test frame
(cf. section 3.4.1).

Figure 5.9

Predicted total, kinetic, internal, hourglass, and contact energies for a
128.6 m/s pusher FW-UAS with semispherical nosecone impact into the
NIAR test frame

Figure 5.10 shows a side view of four simulated 128.6 m/s (250 knots) FW-UAS
impacts with the NIAR test frame at six instants of time : (1) tractor (original) FW-UAS
(case 1), (2) pusher FW-UAS with conical nosecone (case 2), (3) pusher FW-UAS with
cylindrical nosecone (case 3), and (4) pusher FW-UAS with semispherical nosecone
(case 4). In each case, Figure 5.10 (A) shows the each UAS at the center of the test frame
immediately prior to impact (t = 0.0 ms). Consistent with our earlier calculations, the
expanded polystyrene foam wing tips sheared off after impacting the sides of the test
frame in all four cases. As the tractor FW-UAS impacted the test frame (case 1), the
forward-located motor, battery, and camera easily penetrated the target panel (t = 4 ms),
and the fuselage PCBs crumpled as shown in Figure 5.10 (A).The forward motor
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essentially acted as a sharp penetrator and was mostly intact after penetration. The size of
the hole created from the motor penetration increased as the remainder of the tractor FWUAS impacted the target panel. Similarly, the pusher FW-UAS with a conical nosecone
(case 2) also penetrated the target panel. The battery, camera, and aft-mounted engine, all
penetrated the target frame skin panel (t = 6 ms). A comparison of the debris contained in
the red ellipses shown in Figures 5.10 (A) and (B) clearly indicates that the pusher
projectile residual velocity is somewhat lower than that for the tractor FW-UAS. For
reference purposes Figure 5.11 shows isometric views of the pusher FW-UAS with
conical nosecone as it begins to penetrate the target panel skin (t = 4 ms).
In contrast, the pusher FW-UAS with the cylindrical nosecone (case 3, Figure
5.10 (C)) perforated but did not penetrate the NIAR test frame. Figure 5.12 shows
isometric views of this impact at the instant of perforation (t = 8 ms). For this case, the
motor and camera rebounded from the target panel skin, the battery subassembly was
largely destroyed, and there was substantial crushing of the PCB fuselage. The optimal
configuration, however, corresponded to the pusher FW-UAS with the semispherical
nosecone (case 4, Figure 5.10 (D)). For this case, the UAS did not penetrate or perforate
the target panel. All of the UAS components (motor, battery, camera, PCBs, etc.) either
rebounded from the target panel and/or were destroyed (Figure 5.13, t = 10 ms). These
simulations demonstrate that frangible UAS designs can be used to dramatically reduce
the impact severity of airborne collisions.
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Figure 5.10
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Predicted FW-UAS impact cases (1-4) at 128.6 m/s to the NIAR test frame at six times: (A) t = 0 ms, (B) t = 2 ms,
(C) t = 4 ms, (D) t = 6 ms, (E) t = 8 ms, and (F) t = 10 ms

Figure 5.11

Isometric views of the predicted impact of the pusher configuration FWUAS with conical nosecone at 128.6 m/s to the NIAR test frame at t = 4 ms

Figure 5.12

Isometric views of the predicted impact of the pusher FW-UAS with
cylindrical nosecone at 128.6 m/s to the NIAR test frame at t = 6 ms
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Figure 5.13

5.5

Isometric views of the predicted impact of the pusher FW-UAS with
semispherical nosecone at 128.6 m/s to the NIAR test frame at t = 10 ms

Summary and Conclusions
A FW-UAS frangibility study was performed to assess key UAS design features

that result in reduced damage to target air vehicles. Pusher FW-UAS models were
designed with different crushable foam nosecone geometries and used to perform impact
simulations to representative primary aircraft structures (i.e., NIAR test frame). FE
simulations of the pusher configurations with conical, cylindrical, and semispherical
nosecones impacting the NIAR target frame at 128.6 m/s (250 knots) were performed.
The stability of the modified FE FW- UAS models was confirmed for each impact
simulation. All three impact cases were compared with each other and with the tractor
configuration of the FW-UAS. The pusher FW-UAS with the conical nosecone
penetrated the test frame. The pusher FW-UAS with the cylindrical nosecone perforated,
but did not penetrate the simulated test frame. As an aside, the cylindrical nosecone may
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not be a viable aerodynamic shape. The pusher FW-UAS with the semispherical
nosecone resulted in the least damage to the target panel as well as no target panel
penetration. All of the pusher configurations, however, were dramatically better than the
original tractor Precision Hawk FW-UAS. Positioning the high-density motor in the aft
fuselage plays an important role in reducing the impact damage severity. These
simulations demonstrate that frangible UAS designs can be used to dramatically reduce
the impact severity of airborne collisions.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
6.1

Summary and Conclusions
A validated LS-DYNA finite element (FE) model of a fixed-wing unmanned

aircraft system (FW-UAS) was developed and used for evaluating the severity of the
airborne collisions between the FW-UAS and commercial/business jet airframes. Three
motor and two battery component level ballistic impact tests were performed using the
compressed gas gun launcher at the University of Dayton Research Institute. Three
motors were impacted onto a 1.59 mm (0.0625 in) thick instrumented Aluminum 2024T3 flat panel (representing typical aircraft leading edge skin) secured within the test
frame. The motor (~76 g) of the FW-UAS acted as a sharp penetrator and perforated the
target panel even at a lower nominal velocity of 65.2 m/s (125 knots). In contrast, the
heavier battery subassembly (~335 g) just indented (no penetration/perforation) the target
panel at the higher nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s (250 knots). The motor impacted at a
lower nominal velocity (125 knots) perforated but did not penetrate the target panel while
at higher nominal velocity (250 knots) penetrated through the panel. Therefore, the
projectile geometry, mass, and impact velocity significantly influence the impact
severity.
FW-UAS / NIAR test frame impact simulations were performed to assess the
stability of the FW-UAS model. From the FW-UAS / NIAR test frame assembly impact
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simulations (128.6 m/s), it was observed that motor acted as a sharp penetrator and was
still intact after penetration, and the size of the hole in the target increased as the
reminder of the FW-UAS impacted the target skin panel (1.59 mm thick). As a result, the
relatively high-density components (motor, battery, and camera) were mostly intact and
continued roughly on the initial trajectory. These results suggest that a typical aircraft
skin would not significantly prevent the FW-UAS penetration at 128.6 m/s, increasing the
risk of significant damage to any underlying structure (e.g., ribs, frames, fuel tanks). The
stability of the FW-UAS FE model was verified using both compliant and rigid flat plate
and knife-edge impact simulations. This increased the probability that the projectile
model was compatible with a wide variety of complex target models.
A total of 28 airborne collision impact simulations between a 1.8 kg (4.0 lb) FWUAS (cf. chapters I-III) and the commercial / business jet airframes at 128.6 m/s
(250 knots) the baseline relative velocity were performed in collaboration with the NIAR
as part of the ASSURE UAS Airborne Collision Severity Evaluation research program
[10, 40]. The results of select critical cases for each target component were presented. For
each simulated impact, a damage severity index value (Level 1-4) based on the impact
severity criteria was assigned that characterizes the relative threat to a given aircraft.
According to the simulations, an 128.6 m/s (250 knots) airborne collision between a
1.8 kg (4.0 lb) FW-UAS and a commercial transport jet resulted in an impact severity of
medium-high (Level 3-4) in the horizontal and vertical stabilizer, medium (Level 3) in
the leading edge of the wing and medium-low (Level 2) in the windshield. Similarly, an
airborne collision between a FW-UAS and business jet and a 1.8 kg (4.0 lb) may result in
a damage severity level of high (Level 4) in the horizontal and vertical stabilizer, medium
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(Level 2-3) in the leading edge of the wing. A high impact severity (Level 4) occurred for
impacts to the windshield. Most of the damage to both aircraft was because of the highdensity components (motor, battery, and camera) of the FW-UAS. These results were
consistent with observations from component level physical testing and simulations.
In addition, a UAS frangibility study was performed to assess key UAS design
features that result in reduced damage to target air vehicles. Based on the observation
from the FW-UAS / NIAR test frame, FW/UAS / airframes of the commercial/business
jet aircraft simulations, the motor was identified as a critical factor affecting the impact
severity. A “pusher” engine configuration was simulated where the high-density motor
was located aft of the UAS fuselage. The UAS nosecone was constructed of an expanded
polypropylene foam bumper to minimize damage to a given target. Three impact
simulations were performed with the pusher configuration FW-UAS with semispherical,
conical, and cylindrical bumpers. The impacts simulations were compared to that for
tractor configuration. The conical nose cone did penetrate the target panel but resulted in
reduced projectile residual velocities relative to simulations performed using the tractor
configuration. In contrast, the cylindrical nosecone involved no penetration but the target
panel was punctured. The optimal pusher configuration with a semispherical nosecone,
however, resulted in no penetration of the FW-UAS into the target structure. These
simulations demonstrate that frangible UAS designs can be used to dramatically reduce
the impact severity of airborne collisions.
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6.2

Recommendations for Future Work
The FW-UAS FE models developed in this research were validated for a

128.6 m/s (250 knots) baseline relative velocity between the FW-UAS and
commercial/business jet airframes only. These models can be used to evaluate the
damage severity of FW-UAS airborne collisions with general aviation/rotorcraft impacts
with further validation at high relative velocities (~500 knots). The frangible UAS
models developed in this work can be improved by incorporating crashworthy design
features consistent with those used to tailor crashworthiness in automobile designs. For
example, the battery and payload support structures can be designed to progressively fail
during a UAS crash in a fashion that minimizes energy transfer to a given target. This
notion is consistent with progressive engine mount failures in automobile crashes, which
result in reduced loads to the passenger compartment. In the case of a UAS, the battery
and payload components would no longer follow an in-line trajectory through the target.
Use of distributed batteries would also potentially enhance frangibility. Frangible UAS
designs have the potential to dramatically reduce the severity of the UAS impacts to highvalue targets. Impact simulations between the FW-UAS and a human head can be
performed using a human head model. Similar analyses can be performed using the
frangible UAS model to assess the benefits of the frangible design features on injury
reduction in humans on the ground.
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A.1

FE Model Details

Table A.1

Measured Precision Hawk subassemblies/components masses

SUBASSEMBLY

FUSELAGE

WING

TAIL

COMPONENT

MATERIAL

MASS (G)

Fuselage PCB (L)

FR4

Fuselage PCB (R)

FR4

Top PCB

FR4

Sullins Connector

ABS

Mounting Brackets

Steel 4340

Top CPU Board

FR4

Wing Bolts

Steel 4340

Bottom Structural PCB

FR4

Front Green PCB

FR4

Front White PCB

FR4

LCD Screen

ABS

LCD Shell

ABS

Wing PCBs

FR4

28.6

Connecting Rod

Carbon/epoxy

14.0

Lug Nut And Screw for Wings

Steel 4340

Sullins Connectors

ABS

Wing

Polystyrene

Spar

Carbon/epoxy

Top Digi Extend Board

FR4

Side Internal Boards
Rear Center Vertical Board
Front
Rear Center Vertical Board
Back
Tail Connecting Hollow Tubes

FR4

Tail Green Board

FR4

Tail Servo Board

FR4

Tail Vertical Board

FR4

Tail White Board

FR4

Servomechanisms

ABS

Digi International

FR4

16.6

Horizontal Stabilizer

Polystyrene

49.5

Vertical Stabilizer

Polystyrene

Tail Mount

ABS
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487.0

370.0

FR4
FR4
Carbon/epoxy

143.4

41.1

Table A.1 (continued)
SUBASSEMBLY

MOTOR

BATTERY

PAYLOAD

COMPONENT
Core

MATERIAL

MASS (G)

Grip Collar

AL 2024-T351

Gripper

AL 2024-T351

Motor Rotor

Steel 4340

Motor Stator

Steel 4340

Motor Firewall

FR4

20.0

Motor Back Plate

Steel 4340

4.5

Propeller Blade Mount

Nylon 6 GRP

2.7

Propeller Blade

Nylon 6 GRP

17.4

Battery Bottom Wall

ABS

Battery Back

FR4

Battery Wall (L)

FR4

Battery Wall (R)

FR4

Battery Support

FR4

Battery

LiPo

Payload Part

FR4

Payload Part2

FR4

Payload Part3

FR4

Payload Part4

FR4

Camera

AL 6061-T6

Black Sullins Connector

ABS

Steel 4340

TOTAL WEIGHT

90.6

335.4

394.3

2015.1
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FR4_XZ
FR4_XZ
FR4_XY
FR4_XY
FR4_XY
FR4_XY
FR4_XY
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL24_ABS
MATL24_ABS
MATL24_ABS

20001
20002
20003
20004
20005
20006
20007
20008
20009
20010
20011
20012
20013
20014
20015
20016
20017
20018
20019
20020
20021
20022

Right Fuselage Board

Left Fuselage Board

Structural Boards

CPU Board

Power Board

GPS Board

Autopilot Board

Wing Mount_1

Wing Mount_2

Wing Mount_3

Wing Mount_4

Cam Mount_1

Cam Mount_2

Cam Mount_3

Cam Mount_4

GPS Mount_1

GPS Mount_2

GPS Mount_3

GPS Mount_4

Autopilot

LCD Shell

LCD Screen

Material Name

Part Id

26502

26502

26502

26501

26501

26501

26501

26501

26501

26501

26501

26501

26501

26501

26501

26515

26515

26515

26515

26515

26513

26513

Material Id

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

Material Type

FW-UAS FE model material models and FE types

Part Name

Table A.2
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N/A

1.35

1.35

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.7

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

Shell Fe
Thickness (mm)
1.1

SectSld

SectShll_1.35mm

SectShll_1.35mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section Name

27041

27010

27010

27004

27004

27004

27004

27004

27004

27004

27004

27004

27004

27004

27004

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section
Id
N/A

SectSld

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section
Type
N/A

26508
26510
26510
26513
26510

MATL24_ABS
MATL24_SteelScrews
MATL63_Wings
MATL63_Wings
Carbon/Epoxy Spar
Carbon/Epoxy Spar
FR4_XZ
FR4_XZ
Carbon/Epoxy Spar
FR4_XY
FR4_XY
FR4_XY
FR4_XY
MATL24_SteelScrews
MATL63_Wings
MATL63_Wings
MATL24_ABS
MATL24_ABS
MATL24_ABS
MATL24_ABS
FR4_YZ
FR4_YZ

20024
20025
21001
21002
21003
21004
21005
21006
21007
21008
21009
21010
21011
21012
22001
22002
22003
22004
22005
22006
22007
22008

GPS Board Screws

Right Wing

Left Wing
Right Carbon/Epoxy
Spar
Left Carbon/Epoxy Spar

Right PCB Spar

Left PCB Spar

Spar Connecting Rod

Fore Top Connector

Aft Top connector

Fore Bottom Connector

Aft Bottom Connector

Wing Connector Screws

V_Tail

H_Tail

Right Sullins Female

Left Sullins Female

Plastic Flange V_Tail

Plastic Flange V_tail

Fore Tail_Fuselage PCB
Aft Tail_Fuselage PCB

26514
26514

26502

26502

26502

26502

26508

26508

26503

26515

26515

26515

26515

26513

26508

26503

26502

26502

MATL24_ABS

20023

Left Sullins Connector

Material
Id

Right Sullins Connector

Material Name

Part Id

Part Name
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MATL54_55
MATL54_55

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL63

MATL63

MATL24

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL63

MATL63

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

Material
Type

1.4
1.4

1

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

0.7

0.7

0.7

0.9

0.9

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Shell FE
Thickness
(mm)
N/A

N/A
N/A

SectShll_1mm_NLOC-1

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectBeam_3.7mm

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SectSld

SectSld

SectBeam_3.7mm

SectSld

SectSld

Section Name

N/A
N/A

27017

27041

27041

27041

27041

27041

27026

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

27041

27041

27026

27041

27041

Section
Id

N/A
N/A

SectShll

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectBeam

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SectSld

SectSld

SectBeam

SectSld

SectSld

Section
Type

FR4_XY
FR4_XY
FR4_XY
MATL24_Nylon6
MATL24_ABS
MATL24_ABS
MATL15_Mounts
FR4_YZ
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts

22020
22021
22022
22023
22024
22025
23001
23002
23003
23004
23005
23006

Transmitter_Board

Tail Straps

V_Tail Screws

Empennage Screws

Firewall_Mounts

Firewall

Motor Backplate

Retainer

Stator Core

Rotor

22017

Fore Servo

Transmitter

22016

Bottom Tail PCB

Antena_Board

22015

Top Tail PCB

FR4_XY

MATL24_ABS

22014

Aft Tail PCB

22019

FR4_XY

22013

Fore Tail PCB

Antena

FR4_XY

22012

Left Tail Boom

MATL24_ABS

FR4_YZ

22011

Right Tail Boom

22018

FR4_XZ
Carbon/Epoxy
Tailboom Right
Carbon/Epoxy
Tailboom Left
FR4_YZ

22010

Left Tail_Fuselage PCB

Aft Servo

FR4_XZ

22009

Right Tail_Fuselage PCB

Material Name

Part Id

Part Name
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26501

26501

26501

26501

26514

26501

26502

26502

26505

26515

26515

26515

26515

26502

26502

26515

26515

26514

26514

26512

26511

26513

26513

Material
Id

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL15

MATL54_55

MATL15

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL24

MATL24

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

Material Type

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.7

0.7

N/A

N/A

0.8

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1.4

1

1

1.4

Shell FE
Thickness
(mm)
1.4

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

N/A

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectBeam_5mm

SectBeam_1.75mm

SectShll_Tiestraps_0.8mm

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SectShll_1.4mm

SectShll_1.4mm

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section Name

27041

27041

27041

27041

N/A

27004

27027

27021

27005

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

27011

27011

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section
Id

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

N/A

SectShll

SectBeam

SectBeam

SectShll

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SectShll

SectShll

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section
Type

MATL224
MATL224
MATL24_Nylon6
MATL24_Nylon6
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL24_NylonGRP
MATL224
MATL24_SteelScrews
MATL24_SteelScrews
MATL24_SteelScrews
FR4_XY
FR4_YZ
FR4_XZ

23008
23009
23010
23011
23012
23013
23014
23015
23016
23017
23018
23019
23020
23021
23022
23023
23024
23025
23026
24001
24002
24003

Grip collar

Top Center Hinge

Bottom Center Hinge

Right Propeller Hub

Right Propellor_1

Right Propellor_2

Right Propellor_3
Right Propellor_4

Right Propellor_5

Left propeller Hub

Left Propeller_1

Left Propeller_2

Left Propeller_3

Left Propeller_4

Left Propeller_5

Nozzle

Firewall_Backplate
Screws
Backplate_Stator Screws

Propeller Hinge Screws

Bottom Battery PCB

Aft Battery PCB

Right Battery PCB

Material Name

23007

Part Id

Gripper

Part Name
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26513

26514

26515

26503

26503

26503

26516

26504

26504

26504

26504

26504

26504

26504

26504
26504

26504

26504

26504

26505

26505

26516

26516

Material
Id

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL224

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24
MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL224

MATL224

Material
Type

1.5

1.5

1.5

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1.1

2

2.75

4

4

N/A

1.1

2.75
2

4

4

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Shell FE
Thickness
(mm)
N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SectBeam_3.05mm

SectBeam_2.54mm

SectBeam_3.1mm

SectSld

SectShll_1.1mm

SectShll_Prop4_2mm

SectShll_Prop3_2.75mm

SectShll_Prop1_2_4mm

SectShll_Prop1_2_4mm

SectSld

SectShll_1.1mm

SectShll_Prop3_2.75mm
SectShll_Prop4_2mm

SectShll_Prop1_2_4mm

SectShll_Prop1_2_4mm

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

Section Name

N/A

N/A

N/A

27023

27022

27024

27041

27008

27014

27015

27016

27016

27041

27008

27015
27014

27016

27016

27041

27041

27041

27041

27041

Section
Id

N/A

N/A

N/A

SectBeam

SectBeam

SectBeam

SectSld

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectSld

SectShll

SectShll
SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

Section
Type

FR4_XZ
FR4_XZ
FR4_XZ
MATL63_Battery
MATL63_Battery
MATL63_Battery
MATL24_Camera
MATL24_BaShell
MATL63_Wings
MATL24_Nylon6
FR4_XY
FR4_XY
FR4_YZ
FR4_YZ
FR4_XZ
FR4_XZ
MATL15_Mounts
MATL15_Mounts
MATL24_Camera
MATL63_Battery
MATL24_Camera
MATL24_ABS
MATL24_ABS

24005
24006
24007
24008
24009
24010
24011
24012
24013
25001
25002
25003
25004
25005
25006
25007
25008
25009
25010
25011
25012
25013

Right Support PCB

Left Support PCB

Bottom Cell

Middle Cell

Top Cell

Al Foil Wrap

Battery Shell

Foam blocks

Tie straps

Top Payload PCB

Bottom Payload PCB

Fore Payload PCB

Aft Payload PCB

Right Payload PCB

Left Payload PCB

Fore Payload Mount

Aft Payload Mount

Camera

Camera Battery

Camera Lense

Right Sullins Connect

Left Sullins Connect

Material Name

24004

Part Id

Left Battery PCB

Part Name
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26502

26502

26507

26509

26507

26501

26501

26513

26513

26514

26514

26515

26515

26505

26508

26506

26507

26509

26509

26509

26513

26513

26513

Material
Id

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL63

MATL24

MATL15

MATL15

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL24

MATL63

MATL24

MATL24

MATL63

MATL63

MATL63

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

MATL54_55

Material Type

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

0.7

0.7

1

1

1

1

1.3

1

0.32

N/A

0.38

0.11

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

1

Shell FE
Thickness
(mm)
1.5

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld_Battery

SectShll_1mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

SectShll_Mounts_0.7mm

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SectShll_BottBattery_0.32mm

SectShll_AlFoil_0.11mm
SectShll_
BatteryShell_0.38mm
SectSld

SectSld_Battery

SectSld_Battery

SectSld_Battery

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section Name

27041

27041

27041

27042

27007

27004

27004

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

27002

27041

27003

27001

27042

27042

27042

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section
Id

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

SectShll

SectShll

SectShll

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

SectShll

SectSld

SectShll

SectShll

SectSld

SectSld

SectSld

N/A

N/A

N/A

Section
Type

Material Name
MATL24_SteelScrews
MATL24_SteelScrews
MATL24_SteelScrews
MATL24_SteelScrews
MATL24_SteelScrews
Rigids

Part Id
25014
26001
26002
26003
26004
26005

Cammount Screws

Fuselage_Engine_screws

Fuselage_Wings_Screws

Fuselage_Camera_Screws

Fuselage_Battery_Screws

ConNodRB

Part Name
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N/A

26503

26503

26503

26503

26503

Material
Id

N/A

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

MATL24

Material
Type

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Shell FE
Thickness
(mm)
N/A

N/A

SectBeam_3.3mm

SectBeam_3.3mm

SectBeam_3.3mm

SectBeam_3.3mm

SectBeam_3.3mm

Section Name

N/A

27025

27025

27025

27025

27025

Section
Id

N/A

SectBeam

SectBeam

SectBeam

SectBeam

SectBeam

Section
Type

Figure A.1

Target panel strain gage and load cell locations
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Figure A.2

Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain in the x-direction at
strain gages SG1-SG6 for a motor impact at 128.6 m/s nominal velocity
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Figure A.3

Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain in the y-direction at
strain gages SG9-SG11 for a motor impact at 128.6 m/s nominal velocity
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Figure A.4

Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain at strain gages SG7,
SG8, SG12 and SG13 for a motor impact at 128.6 m/s nominal velocity
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Figure A.5

Measured and predicted force in all four load cells for a motor impact at a
nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s
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Figure A.6

Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain in the x-direction at
strain gages SG1-SG6 for a motor impact at a 65.2 m/s velocity
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Figure A.7

Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain in the y-direction at
strain gages SG9-SG11 for a motor impact at a 65.2 m/s velocity
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Figure A.8

Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain at strain gages SG7,
SG8, SG12, and SG13 for a motor impact at a 65.2 m/s velocity
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Figure A.9

Measured and predicted force in all four load cells for a motor impact at a
velocity of 65.2 m/s
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Figure A.10 Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain in the x-direction at
strain gages SG1-SG6 for a battery subassembly impact at a 128.6 m/s
nominal velocity
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Figure A.11 Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain in the y-direction at
strain gages SG9-SG11 for a battery subassembly impact at a 128.6 m/s
nominal velocity
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Figure A.12 Measured and predicted target panel extensional strain at strain gages SG7,
SG8, SG12, and SG13 for a battery subassembly impact at a 128.6 m/s
nominal velocity
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Figure A.13 Measured and predicted force in all four load cells for a battery
subassembly impact at a nominal velocity of 128.6 m/s
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